50 mph chase across
campus lands student
in court on OUI charge
BY KOL HARVEY
Asst. News Editor

A Colby student was arrested and
charged with operating under the influence(OUI)lastSaturdayafterspeeding acrosscampus at speeds reaching
an estimated 50 miles per hour.
Jason Myler "98, who is under 21,
was taken to theWaterville Police station and charged with OUI shortly
afterColbySecurityofficersintercepted
him near the Hillside parking lot, at
the corner of Washington Street. The
Waterville police reported that they
took Myler into custody at 11:59 p.m.
on April 20. They issued a summons,
seta court date and releasedhimwithout collecting bail, according to the
WatervillePolicelog.Mylerisexpected
to appear in Waterville District Court
on May 29,
According to Assistant Directorof
Security Dan Benner, two officers observed a vehicle speeding down the
road from the Heights towards the
chapel, driving in a reckless and erratic manner. Two other officers who
were parked in the Security van near
Bixler observed thesamecar speeding
up towards them up the road around
the Perkins-Wilson corner very fast,
nearly hitting two students. "The students kind of had to jump out of the
way to avoid the driver, Benner said.
The car continued past RobertsUnion
and toward the Fieldhouse,took a left
onto Armstrong Road and then took a
left onto the pond road. "The officers
estimated speeds of 50 miles per hour
around the pond,"Benner added. Security stopped thecarnear theHillside
parking lot and, upon smelling alcohol on My ler's breath, called in the
Watervillepolice.
Benner explained that the Colby

policy is that "if we have a reason to
believe that OUI occurred, we let the
Waterville policehandle that." Myler
was taken to the station where he had
a breath-a-lyzer test and, according to
Benner, "he blew .14 [percent blood
alcohol concentration.] Maine has a
zero-tolerance law where 0.00 is the
amount of alcohol you can have in
your system if you are under age."
"Hewasnearly two timesover the
legalli-"mt"formoseofage,saidBe*riner.
Myler declined to comment.
While he would not discuss this
specificincident,Chief John Morris of
theWaterville PoliceDepartment said
that "the Maine penalties,if under 21,
are loss of license for a year,and there
is also a significant fine. If there are
aggravatmgcircumstanceS/thereisjail
time.''
Operating under the influence is
not an uncommon incident in
Waterville. "Wemake300OUI arrests
a year in the city," Morris said.
Dean of the College Earl $mith
said that drunk driving "happens... 6
or 7 times a year, maybe, and it is
usually in the fall because [Waterville
police] stakeout Mayflower Hill and
get a wholebunch of people and then
everyone starts shaping up."
Bennerexplained thatColby 's"Securityofficers havenopower to detain
any person, but when they see that
someone is in danger, they will call in
the Waterville Police Department. Securityofficersusetheir discretion.Here
[Myler] was a threat to other students
and himself, so they decided to act."
Bennerexplained matSecurityhas
two options in cases involving alcohol."If itis a situation,such as this one,
where a student is clearly endangering other people, Securitycan contact
see OUI on page 4

IRB questions American Dreams

Documentary work halted temporarily as
Board investiga tes class 's research methods
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
News Editor

What appeared to some to be
the final obstacle for Associate Professor of English Ph y llis
Mannocchi's American D reams
course came this week when
Colby'sInstirutionalReview Board
(IRB) challenged whether the
class's documentary-production
section was in accordance with
established Federal guidelines.
The guidelines serve to outline
the limitations of any social science
research conducted at the College
and state that any violation of the
guidelines will result in immediate
review of the research process.All
of the class's documentary filming,
which counts for 60 percent of each
student's class grade, was temporarily halted last week by the IRB,
according to Mar«ioccbi.Ui;r: ¦>..: ¦
The concern arose when IRB
membersbegantodiscoverevidence
of research that seemed to belong
under their jurisdiction but had not
yet been submitted for approval by
the board. IRB member and Professor of Sociology Tom Morrione
works with the homeless in
Waterville and knew about one
group's project on that subject. Further concern arose when members
noticed a letter published in the Echo
from six of Mannocchi's students
which asked for help in exploring
the subject of HIV on college campuses. The letter was seenby the IRB
and, subsequently, the class's research methodswere examined and
later determined tobeinviolationof
the Federal guidelines,according to
Dean of Faculty Robert McArthur.
"[The IRB] doesn't go snooping
around like police,"said McArthur.

"But they did notice signs of research,
and it was getting late in the semester and proposals that they thought
should be coming in, weren't."
Professor of Psychology and IRB
Chair Nick Rohrman originally expressed concern that because human subjects are involved in interviews and, possibly, on film, that
IRB guidelines do cover issues on
these projects such as confidentiality and informed consent.
The IRB is not new to Colby. It
stemmed from the Committee on
the Use of Human Subjects in Research which existed/until January
1995, when Federal research agencies required all institutions which
conducted research of any kind to
implement an IRB and follow federally regulated guidelines. For this
reason, the American Dreams class
was not required to submit proposals or to fall under committee jurisdiction in previous years.
"There are important ethical concerns of confidentiality, privacy and
consent that should be followed
when subjects are brought into a
project,"said McArthur. In addition,
according to McArthur, the IRB
serves as a "safe harbor"from a legal
point of view. "If a subject or someone else sued for a violation of privacy and the IRB had approved the
project in question, that individual
would be protected." Similarly, in
the event that a case came up regarding a project that had not passed IRB
standards, the College would be
cleared of any responsibility.
The question now remains as to
whether or not students making a
documentary fall under IRB guidelines or not. According to the IRB,
the actual filming is not the issue,
but rather the information gathered

prior to and through the filrning
and so documentaries would be
subject to IRB regulation.
Mannocchi, however, asserted
that the documentaries do not
qualify as behavioral research,but
rather documentary art.
FollowingIRBinvestigation,the
class was given the option of subrnitting project proposals or making their case that their projects did
not require IRB review. If the conflict still lingered, said McArthur,
then the Academic Affair Committee (AAC) wouldbe called to mediate between the two groups.
A closed meeting between the
IRB, the AAC, Mannocchi and her
students washeld on Mondaywith
McArthur. After deliberation in
which, according to McArthur,
little dialoguewas shared although
all sides were heard,the AAC was
called upon to take over. A meeting late last night was held to determine if the IRB did indeed have
jurisdiction over documentary
filming. Prior notice from
McArthur said that if theIRB votes
that they do have the right to control filming, then IRB representativeswill meetwith individual class
membersto reviewtheirsemester's
activitiesin order to determine the
next steps, with the hope that filming will be allowed to proceed.
"We hope to reach a resolution
soon," said AAC board member
Christine Callie '98. "But the students will be allowed to continue
filming; [the AAC] just need[s] to
determine under whatconditions."
Through the discussions, concern arose that Rohrman had taperecorded a conversation with
Mannocchi without informing her
see DREAMS on page 12

PresidentS* Council looks at chem-free housing, wraps up year
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
Staff Writer

Presidents' Council held its final
meeting of the year on April 24 in
FossDining Hall, In attendance were
both current dorm presidents and
newly elected presidents for the '96'97 academic year.
Dean of Students Janice Kassman briefl y addressed the council,
acknowled ging current presidents
for a successful year and congratulating presidents-elect. Commenting on the high voter turnou t she
said, "We broke all known Colby
records with 68 percent of the student bod y voting in the original election." She also addressed the council on the tentat ive draf t report that
will be released for recommendation by the Commission on Alcohol.

Physical Plant Director Alan
Lewis and Administrative Vice
President Arnold Yasinski updated
the council on the plans for the new
dormitory, presenting numerous
diagrams of building plans, floor
plans and views of the dorm in relation to the campus.
According toYasinski, the dorm,
which willbe situated between Hillside and the Quads, will be separated into "three related houses almost in a pinwheel-like formation."
Each section, referred to by Yasinski
as "pods," will house roughly 48
peop le. Yasinski informed the council of some specific features to be
incorporated into the dorm, such as
a party room in the basement f loor
designed to ac commoda te between
140 and 150 people.
Conf inning that excavation Is to
beg in between July and September,

Students living in
chem-free housing
will not be allowed to
use alcohol or drugs
on campus.
he cited plans of completion by the
fall of '97. According to Yasinski,
one of the goals in building this
dorm is to "try to crea te access to
individual buildings and enhance
the green space."
Tom Ryan '96, Student Association (Stu-A) president, addressed
his fellow council members on the
accomplishments of the year.
"I'd like to congratulate everyone on a good year. We had our ups
an d d owns, but all in a ll , it went
well ,"said Ryan. Stu-A officers and

commons leaders briefly shared
plans for upcoming events, including the Last Day of Loudness, Foss
Arts, "Trip on the Hill " and other
plans.
The council also debated the
chem-free housing issue. Ryan began the discussion by say ing that he
"would like to go to the Trustees in
May [and] ask them to revoke their
mandat e say ing how chem:free
housing must not be situated on the
per ip hery of campus."
Many of the presidents, in
agreement , stressed their feelings
that many students are increasingly requesting to live in chemfree housing in order to be p laced
in a good dorm — one with benefits such as cleanliness and central ity on campus. They expressed
concern that students wer e not
strictly chem-free, but were sim-

p ly choosing these dorms for related benefits.
Stricter guidelines are being
implemented concerning chemfree residence halls for the upcoming year, including a rule prohibiting all alcohol and drugs from
dorms, even for such purposes as
storage. In addition, students living in chem-free housing will not
be allowed to use alcohol or drugs
on campus, and if reported , will
receive only one warning before
being automaticall y discharged
from the dorm.
In agreement with Ryan 's proposal, the Council passed the motion by a vote of 15-0.
In concluding the meeting, the
gavel was passed around the table,
enabling new presidents to introduce themselves and current presidents to reflect on the past year.Q

Justice addresses drug
legalization, war on drugs
Trustees alcohol report
to be rele ased Friday
The Trustee Commission on Alcohol will release a first draft of its
report on alcohol use on campus tomorrow. Five hundred copies of the
15-page report will be distributed to hall and commons presidents,
club presidents and other student leaders. A copy will be available in
the General Sever in the "Alcohol Commission" folder within the
"Campus"folder. The cornrnission will take written comments on the
report by e-mail to alco_com@colby.edu until May 13. The final
revision of the report will be submitted to the Board of Trustees on May
25. (KH)

spotlight features
national j ournalists

Today's Spotli ght Lecture will be a debate on affirmative action
between Juan Williams and Linda Chavez. Williams is a political
analyst and a writer for the Washington Post and often appears on the
CNN news programs Sunday Capital Gang and Crossfire. Chavez is
president of the Center for Equal Opportunity in Washington, DC, the
author of several books on multiculturalism in politics, a columnist for
USA Today and a political commentator on The J im Lehrer NewsHour.
(KH)

Gradu ati on speake r set

Journalist and writer Charles Osgood will be the featured speaker
at Colby 's 175th commencement ceremonies on May 26. Osgood, who
is the anchor of CBS Sunday Morning and The Osgood Files radio show,
is the father of senior Kathleen Wood. Osgood will receive an honorary
doctorite of humane letters from Colby. Matthew B. Russ '96 was
elected senior class speaker and Sylvia Haller '96, the senior with the
highest GPA, is the class marshal. Former governor of New Jersey
Thomas H, Kean and U.S. District Judge Rya W. Zobel will receive
honorary doctor of law degrees. (KH)

Findla y to receive
Senior Teachin gAward
The Class of '96 has chosen the recipient for its Senior Teaching
Award. Senior class President Ginger Comstock '96 will present
Associate Professor of Economics David Findlay with the award
during the 11 a.m. Spotlight Lecture oh Thursday, May 9. Following
the presentation, Findlay will address the senior class and the community. (AG)

Berlind highlights
nature , light

Painter Robert Berlind, who recently received a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, will present a slide show and speech this
evening in Given Auditorium. The presentation, sponsored by the Art
Department,will begin at 7:30 p.m. Berlind is famous for his paintings
of nature and the effect of li ght, with a recent focus on reflections . (KH)

International Studies
sponsors Tom Allen

Democratic Congressional candidate Tom Allen will speak tomorrow in the Heights Community Room at 1p.m. Allen will present his
views on U.S. forei gn policy and his goals if reelected. Allen, an active
supporter of worker training programs, a higher minimum wage and
a balanced budget, is running for Maine's first district seat in the U.S.
House of Representatives. The International Studies department and
the Colby Democra ts are sponsoring the lecture. (KH)

Weekend dorm damage

Dorm Damage report for April 26-28.
Woodman - Condom machine ripped off the wall and stolen, two
clothes dryers vandalized; hall is being billed.
Foss - Condom machine ripped off the wall and stolen; hall is being
billed. Two panes of glass smashed in the fire escape; the individual is
being cha rged. Writing on the wall; hall is being billed.
Dana - Mess in men's bathroom; hall is being billed.
Goddnrd-Hod gkins - Vomit in the bathroom; hall is being billed.
Mary Low - Poster missing; under investi gation.
West Quad - Trash on the floor in Robins; hall is being billed.
Compiled by the Dean of Student's Office.

BY MIKE SCHOOLMAN
StaffWriter

Chief Justice of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit Juan
Torruella presented last Thursday's
Spotlight Lectureentitled"One f u dge's
Attempt at a RationalDiscussionof the
So-CalledWar on Drugs." Torruella illustrated the urgent need to reevaluate the losing battle that is currently
beingwaged against drug abusein the
United States.
"Our present policy needs to be
looked at very seriously because it
doesn't seem to be having any really
permanent effect in controlling drug
use in the United States," said
Torruella.
Torruella defined several alternativeperspectives on the war on drugs.
Adherencetothepresentdrug lawsor
the decrirninalization of some drugs
are two options that deserveconsiderable examination, according to
Torruella.
The possibility of decriminalizing some illegal drugs is not given
serious consideration by the government. "Politicians stay away from
this issue,especially during the current election year," said Torruella.
"My big point is that it has to be
discussed publicly and it has to be
studied by people that really want to
find out the facts."

"Right now the political atmosphere of bothpartiesis that you don't
even dare talk about this possibility
becauseyou are automatically labeled
as soft on crime, which in Judge
Torruella'scaseis quite ironic because
he is seen as quite a tough judge and
was appointed by two Republican
presidents and is hardly a flaming
liberal." said President William Cotter.
Torruella'sdiscussion of the possibility of legalization has been brought
forth by a generaldissatisfaction with
thecurrentdrug laws."Therehasbeen
a lack of positive results in a losing
battle,"said Torruella.
A correlation between the recent
rise in violentcrime and more vigorous enforcement of prohibition was
cited by Torruella. During the period
from 1973 to 1993 there was a 59 percent decline in drug use, and a dramatic increasein the enforcement of
drug laws. Violentcrimerose100percent in that same period.
Violenceis historically associated
with illegal drugs, according to
Torruella.Thealooholprohibitionlaws
of the 1920s serve as a historical precedent to validate the correlation betweenviolent crimeand enforcement
of druglaws,and followingthe repeal
of prohibition, the murder rate and
assault with deadly firearms decreased.

An enormous black market exists
for illegal narcotics, which creates a
considerable economic incentive tc
enter the drug trade, according tc
Torruella. Fivehundred dollairsof cocaine from the source will derive a
20,000 percent profit margin on the
street. Marijuana derives extensive
profit and has becomethelargest cash
crop in the United States. "There is a
clear connection between the rise in
profit motive and the rise in violent
crime,"said Torruella.
Torruella said that the Netherlands is a nation that has decriminalized some illegal drugs and the action warrants serious examination
by the United States. Marijuana has
not been legalized in the Netherlands, although criminal violations
are overlooked by law enforcement
officials.
A survey conducted of 17- and 18year-olds in 1991 found that 17.7 percenthad used marijuana in the Netherlands,opposed to43.7percent in the
United States.
Torruella recognizes the possible
consequences associated with the legalization of marijuana in the United
States.'Tfyoulegalizemarijuana there
will be a big increase in use,"- he said.
"[This] happened with alcohol after
prohibition where use went up because it was legalized," said
Torruella.Q

erings; anyone who feels comfortable enough to practice Italian is
welcome to.
Italy is one of the favorite destinations for students major ing in art,
and the Art Department is very involved,according to Miles. Many art
students go to Italy without much
knowledge of the language, which
places them at a disadvantage.
VisitingAssistantProfessor ofArt
Veronique Plesch serves as faculty
advisor for the club and described
the interaction between the department and club as "huge."
"About 18people showed up for
the firstmeeting,whichis quite enormous/' said Plesch. "When someone has been in Italy and they come
back to Colby, they feel kind of sad
and bad that there is no Italian here.
It really is a scandal. There really is
an interest."
"It's really a shame to go to a
country like that and not have any
background in the language," said
Miles. Miles, who studied in Florence last spring in an all-Italian
school, considers himself lucky to
have taken Italian in high school and

here at Colby while it was available.
"Italian is considered one of the
most beautiful languages in the
world," said Miles. "There are four
major languages in Europe; Spanish
is not one of them. Italian, German,
English and French are the ones to
know."
With many members graduting
this year, the future of the club is
unclear at this time. Having completed its firstyear as an official Colby
club, the Italian Club will be eligible
for a budget next year, enabling it to
expand its programs and increase
the type and amount of activities.
"It would have been nice to have
a budget this year because we've
had to charge for all of our events,"
said Miles. "A budget will let us be
more free with what we do." The
club usually requests an RSVP for
events, but doesn't turn anyone
away.
Various members are considering assuming the leadershippostions
in the club. All who are interested in
Italian or joining the club are encouraged to watch for signs for the last
meeting this year and attend .?

Italian Club stru ggles f o r f uture
BY KATE E. DUNLOP
Features Editor

The Italian Department isdefunct
at Colby College, but that doesn't
mean the language or the culture
goes unappreciated. Nick Miles '96
and ElenaHenriksen'96joined forces
at the beginning of this year to form
the Italian Club.
According to Miles, the club is a
loose organization that welcomes all
interested in Italian culture. Most of
the people associated with the club
are upperclassmen who have studied in Italy for a semester or a year,
though there are also underclass
members who are interested in Italian. "We started this year in September to provide an outlet for people
who want to continue speaking and
learning the language."
The Italian Club meets in informal settings to cook meals, hold discussions and movies,and advise underclassmen about studying in Italy.
"It's a fun thing, but also a resource since there's no Italian department," said Miles. Both Italian
and English are spoken at the gath-

Did y ou ever wonder:.. ?

How does Colby decide which Libraries Suannc Muehlner, ap- however, Mill er Libr a ry oft en
boohs to purch asefor the libraries proximately 80percent of the books serves as a public library, and
on campus?

are recommended by faculty; tlie
remaining 20 percent include liColby is in many ways com- brarian and student requests. Each
parable to a small town. Very subject has a budget which confew actual towns of this size, tains many variables. Additional
however, have even one, let funds are reserved for newareas of
alone three, libra ries. With such interest, such as gay and lesbian
a wide variety of disci plines rep- studies.
resented in the curriculum, as
Colby is first and foremost an
well as the huge volume of non- academic institution, and accordaenderaic work published every ing to Muehlner, "first priority is
year, each book has to be consid- given to material supporting curered before purchase.
riculum and student research."
According to Director of Colby For the time students are here,

several hundred works cover areas such as recreational reading,
fiction,popular hcalth,nutrition
and sports. These arc selected
based on recommendations 1
from students, librarians and
faculty.
According to Muehlner, the
libraries welcome student suggestions. Recommendations for purchase may be made "either to the
library staff directly orsubmitted
to the on-line catalog in the library information section. "Q
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Staff Writer

•U.S., Israel issue
Middle East cease-fire
A cease-fire was announced Sunday in the conflict between Israel
and Hizballah soldiers. The agreement was announced by U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher and Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Perez after Christopher spent a week of diplomatic missions between
Israeli, Lebanese and Syrian leaders. The agreement calls for Hizballah
to stop attacks in Northern Israel and for Israel to stop targeting civilian
areas in Lebanon. The accords come after two weeks of fighting. The
agreement calls on the U.S., Israel, Syria, Lebanon and France to
establish a cornmittee to ensure all sides comply with the cease-fire.
Israel is refusing to withdraw its troops from the security zone until
Hizballah is disarmed.

•Russia, China sign
agreement on milit ary
After a three-day summit trip to China, Russian President Boris
Yeltsin has agreed to sign a treaty aimed at reducing tensions along the
Russian-Chinese border. The agreement was signed by Chinese President JiangZemin as well as presidents of the republics of Kazakhstan,
Kyrgystan and Tajikistan. The presidents promised in the agreement
not to target military exercises at each other's territory along the 2,600
mile long border. Yeltsin and Jiang also agreed to increase trade, with
Russia contributing military, aircraft, nuclear and other scientific
information and China offering raw materials, consumer goods and
labor.

•Australian gunman
kills 32 in Tasmania
A gunman shot and killed 32 people and injured 18 Sunday at a
popular tourist site in Tasmania, the Australian island 150 miles south
of the mainland. He was captured early Monday by police following
a stand-off at a hotel where he had taken hostages. Immediately before
his arrest, the gunman set fire to the hotel. Two Canadian tourists and
30 Australians, including several children and a bab y, were among
those killed, according to police. Police also reported that the 29-yearold gunman had a history of psychological problems and is currently
awaiting trial.

•AARP to license name
to HMOs nation-wide
In a move likel y to prompt millions of elderl y Americans to j oin
managed health p lans, the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) will begin licensing its name to health-maintenance organizations across the country later this year. The 33-million member AARP
is best known for its influence as a Washington lobb y ing group for the
elderly and now that influence will extend to the area of health care.
The AARP name and logo will be associated with those health organizations which bid and are selected—experts believe that this association will result in increased business for health p lans as well as
encourage more Americans to be under managed care.
Comp iled by Alyssa Giacobbe and Kol Harvey f rom the Neiv York Times
April 27-30.

RITE AID PHARMACY
in the Shaw 's Plaza

Beer Specials:
Natural Light :

$8.99++ a case
Coors Light 12 packs: $6.99++

open monday - Saturday until 9:00 pm
open Sunday until 8:00pm

According to Tom McNichol of
USA Weekend,"by the codesof medicine,Doris Bow den should be dead.
The 71 year-old Boston woman has
had two heart attacks and cancer of
the lymph nodes. Yet today she visits her grandkids in Texas, gives
lectures to medical students and acts
half her age. She doesn't think medicine had much to do with her cure:
'It was God who healed me. 1know
it /"
Katie Denton is another example
McNichol presents. Denton
couldn't figure out why she was
tired all the time. The 27-year-old
Alexandria, VA woman wanted to
just stay in bed. Doctors couldn't
p inpoint the problem. Then physician Dale Matthews diagnosed an
autoimmune disorder; he also
probed her faith. 'He was able to
treat me medically as well as bring
me back to my religion, which has
helped a lot/ said Denton. 'I've made
a 180-degree turn.'"
Can it be true that recognizing
one's spiritual side can aid in recovery from sickness? There is definitely not one right or wrong answer to this question; the effects of a
person's spiritual beliefs on the body
are difficult to account for scientifically. Some medical doctors agree
that faith can affect an individual's
health in a positive way.
"We're the only species that
knows it's going to die and has a
beUefinsomethingbeyond.Wehave
a tremendoushealing capacity if we
can tap into what I call the 'faith
factor/" said Dr. Herbert Beniso-i,
author of the best seller "The Relaxa tion R esponse" and the newly published "Timeless Healing: The Power
and Biology of Belief. "
Dr. Steven Previte said that
"there is definitel y a place for spirituality in one's recovery from disease. There have been studies that
have shown that a sense of hope or
faith can boost the strength of the
immune system which is,of course,

beneficial to the body.Thekey point
to remember is that spirituality can
help in one's recovery but should
not be substituted for medical treat•
ment."
Research has focused on comparing patients with deeply held
spiritual beliefs versus patients
without spiritual beliefs. Some of
the studies have shown that believers have "fewer medical symptoms
and recover faster from illnesses"
than non-believers, according to
McNichol. Some examples:
• General Health: A study at
Georgetown University reviewed
212 medical studies examining religious beliefs and health. About 75
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percent of the studies — some of
which dated from the 1950s, from
such reputable institutions as Duke
and Johns Hopkins — showed
health benefits for patients with "religious commitments."
•Hypertension: Religiouscommitment led to lower blood pressure in 80 percent of the studies
involving patients with hypertension.
• Alcohol and drug abuse: A
1994 National Institute of Mental
Health study of 2,969 North Carolinians found that those who attended
church weekly had 29 percent less
risk of alcoholism than those who
attended less frequently; those who
prayed and read the Bible regularly
had 42 percent less risk of alcoholism
than those who did neither.
• Depression: A 1994 National
Institute of Mental Health study of
more than 2,500 patients found that
frequent churchgoers had lower
rates of depression and other mental problems.
Of course, there is another viewpoint to this question which states

firmly that there is no proof that
deeply held spiritual convictions
p lay any role in patient recovery.
"This whole field is off its rocker," .
says Albert Ellis, a New York City
psychologist and president of the
Institute for Rational Emotive
Therapy,which trains mental health
professionals. "Thesestudies should
notbe taken too seriously."Patients'
faith that they can get better, not
some higher power, bolsters the
immune system and their chances
of recovery, according to Ellis.
Why is the link between health
and spirituality finally being made?
According to McNichol,"traditional
medicine is showing its limitations.
A generation ago, in the glow of
penicillin and the polio vaccine, it
seemed medicine one day would
eradicate all disease. Now, deadly
disorders such as AIDS baffle researchers; heart disease and cancer
still resist cure; and many chronic
ills don'trespond to traditional treatment.People are realizing that medicine is only human."
Many doctors, however, remain
reluctant to bring up religion directly with patients. "If you look at
medical textbooks, there's almost
nothing about how faith can affect a
patient's outcome," said Matthew.
"It's almost never brought up in the
doctor's office , even though it is
very important to many people.
Religion is the big elephant in the
room that no one talks about."
"In the future, more doctors
may adopt a more spiritually sensitive approach because patients
demand it," said McNichol. "But
ultimately, medicine is concerned
with what works, even if science
can't fully explain why. Perhaps a
sign of the times is that several
leading medical schools have announced plans to stud y the effects
of prayer."
A Look at Our Health is a column
which serves to inform the Colby community about relevant pub lic health
issues. If you have any health-related
qu estionsyou would likeanswered,send
t hem th rough campus mail to box 7722.

OUI , continued f rom p age 1
the Waterville Police Department,"
said Benner. "Another option is to
escort the student home,leave his car
whereitis and tell him togotobed for
the night."
Benner explained that Security
can only "attempt to have people
stop, but we cannot arrest people.
Our job is to observe and report in a
situation like this."
Morris confirmed that the
WatervillepolicetrealColbystudents
like all other residents of Waterville.
"If there is a [violation of a] law being
committed we go up and we make a
decision,and ifasummonsorcharges
are warranted, thosecharges will be
issued. It is just like any other resident of the city of Waterville."
Morris said that Colby students
do not represent a significant porI
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tion of Waterville Police's activity.
"The only time that we may have
some interaction is every once in a
while when some peoplelive off-campus. They tend to have different habits than the people in the residential
community... they are sometimes up
later."
Moiris stressed that "the relationship between Colby Security and the
Police Department is superb."
The college does get involved later
on,however.AccordingtoSmith,"our
response up here has always been that
when they get arrested... we have to
figure out how we are going to help
them out... and make sure they get a
lawyer."
The incident comes just days before the Trustee Commission on Alcohol is expected to release its first

draft proposal of how to deal with
excessivealcohol useatColby. Kassman announced at Presidents'
Council last week that the cornrnission will send out about 500 copies
of its 15-page report to student leaders, such as hall presidents and club
lea ders,for examina tion. The report
will be available to all students either through their hall presidents or
through the electronic version to be
placed on the general server. The
report is the result of an ongoing
year-long study of the problems involving alcohol at Colby. The commission will accept written comments and will announce its final
decisionovercommencementweekend. It was not clear if this drunk
driving incident was considered in
the preliminary reportO

Al CoreyM usic Center
jk "Ever ythin g in Music "
¦W

m

99 Main Street Waterville

Telephone 872-5622

100 years ago this week
BY KATE E. DUNLOP
Features Edit or
The May 1,1896 issue of The Colby Echo cost 12
cents and was published by the students of Colby
University; until1867 the establishment wasknown
as Waterville College. Colby was under the leadership of President Nathaniel Butler,D.D. atthetime
and the campus was located in downtown
Waterville. Total cost for a year at Colby tanged
from $225 to $275 and included board,washing fuel
and lights. Nine professors (one doubling as secretary), three instructors, one assistant and one combination registrar and librarian made up the staff.
Courses were offered in chemistry, Latin, mathematics, Biblical , literature, physics, astronomy,
mineralogy, geology, Greek, history, political economics, rhetoric, modern languages and physical
culture.
Departments in the Echo included personals,
athletics and Colby news items. The front page
offered congratulations to "our sister school in
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Lewiston" for defeating Boston University in a
debate and pleaded with subscribers to pay the
Echo office for services rendered. One article
brought students up to date on the Olympics
taking place in Athens, Greece; another thanked
the alumni for remembering their alma mater so
generously. •"Fraternity Notes'" told of glories
of the 50th annual 2eta Psi convention in New
York.City. Personals in this issue were not a
love connection but rather reported student illnesses, who went home for the weekend, individual student trips to Augusta , Skowhegan,
Boston and New York,as well as the purchase of
a new 24-pound bicycle. "Alumni et Alumnae"
kept track of former students' activities and
sports were -well, represented. Also included
were works of poetry and fiction. One little
ditty lamented, -"She took my hand in sheltered
nooks/She took my flowers, candy, books/
Gloves, anything I cared to send/She took my
rival in the end/'
Some things never change.Q

CLASSIFIED S
The Statewide Homeless Crisis Hotline, works to end Homelessness. We are without a computer to
compose our newsletter! Seek a 285, or newer computer to use. As we are tax-exempt in most
cases, the fair market value can be deducted;Call (207) 453-2986 or 1-800-438-3890.
FREE FINANCIALAED! Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants & scholarships are
now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's income. Let us
help. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50692
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students heeded 1 Fishing Industry.Earn up to $3000-$6000+ per
month..Room and Board! Transportation !Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call ,.
¦*.nio
> ... ^i^feci^ w ,^ -.
i (206)971-3510 ext a50692 . ' . - , i ^,-. - , - • » *« .- ; * V • .- * .< -^ * .>
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. Worldtravel. Seasonal <fe full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1-206-97 1-3550 ext. C50692
SCOLARSHIPS TO STUDY ABROAD ATFINDHORN COLLEGE IN SCOTLAND. Range
of courses in Edinburgh and the Highlands. Enviromental field studies in the Findhorn EcoCommunity. Exploration of Scottish life and culture. Semester, year abroad and summer programs.
Website, http://www.tiac.net/biz/fcie. For more information, send name, address and email to
college @tiac.net or telephone 1 800 932-7658
*** »

STUDENT APARTMENTfor rent next year. Close to Colby. Quiet neighborhood. Parking available. First floor 2br + heat ink. - $450. Second floor 2 br + heat incl. - $425. Third floor lbr + heat
- $275. call 873-6513.
HOUSE FOR RENT; Sept/96 - June '97 "The Lake House" 230 Willey Point , Messalonskee
Lake ("Snow Pond") Oakland, Maine. Located in the quiet, northernmost cove of the lake, yet only
5 minutes t o Colby campus. Beautiful porch overlooking the lake, dock, lawn and swimming area.
Accomodates 5 or 6 students. Two full bathrooms, including showers in each. Large kitchen,
including stove, oven , dishwasher, large sink, full size refrigerator with freezer, lots of counter
space. 1996-97 Price: Negotiable. If interested, call Richard at (508) 369-1560 eves or (617) 345-

8711 days

MOVING...4-SALEU! Futon Sofa/Bed, Dresser, Loveseat Sleeper , Antique Trunk , Tables, Chairs ,
Bookcases, Kawai Digital (MIDI) Piano, Samsung T.V., File Cabinet, Oriental Rug, Mountain Bike ,
Tent, X-Country Skiis, Hiking Boot , Patio Chairs , Microwave, Kitchen wares 877-8303 .

SUMMBR JOBS IN MR HARlffOR -

•Bike Shop Staff: Acadia Bike and Canoe. Bar Harbor, Needs qualified folks fo its rental , t our and
retail operation. Located in the heart of Acadia National Park. Positions include: Customer service,
mechanics, tour lenders.
•Sea Kayak Guides: Coastal Kayaking Tours Inc. Needs qualified folks to guide sea kayak tours in
the Acadia National Park Area. Half-day, full-day, and multi-day sea trips. Applican t s should
possess excellent outdoor leadership skills, be capable paddlcrs, and en j oy working with peop le.
Maine Guides License (recreational) required. (Guide training available), Plenty of work , good pay,
and bonus program.
•Store Manager;.Acadia..Qnffitfcry. Manager wanted for busy Bike and Sea kayak operation. Fulltime seasonal position includes supervision, sales and hands-on work. Recreation industry experience required. Human relations and sales skills important. Salary range $8.00410.00 per hour.
To receive job descriptions & application call COASTAL KAYAKINGTOURS INC. 258-9605
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Amherst College
Amherst, Massachusetts
A couple of weeks ago,if you'll recall, it was mice rxtnning through
Amherst's dining hall. This time, it was naked rugby players, according to the Amherst Student. At least two men in the streak have earned
nicknames from the ID checker as Ballicky and Ballicky Bareass.
According to rugby player Bennett Wilson '96, the event was a
spontaneous feat spurred on by a binding dare and "a modest amount
of alcohol."
"Last fall, an A-side player promised the B-side that if they scored
over 50 points, he would streak through [the dining hall]," said
Bennett. "They scored 69 points against Williams last fall."A few beers
and a whole bottle of Mad Dog later, the players streaked through the
hall.
"I think it's good that naked people run through the dining hall/'
said eyewitness Melanie Overby '97. "It de-eroticizes the body so we
don't get so hung up on nakedness."
Hampshire College
Amherst, Massachusetts
Too many issues, too much political activity — just too much.
Members of Hampshire's humor organization, KAGFLORT, organized a rally to strike at the big things in life, according to a piece in the
Amherst Student. About 30 students marched, carrying such emphatic
signs as "My other sign is saving the world," "80 percent of people are
people too," "Government is just a bunch of elected officials," "Every
60 seconds an entire minute is lost," "Pro-Good," "Anti-Bad," and
"Honk if you hate evil."
Organizer Eugene Mirman explained the origins of the rally. "You
often see posters that don't really explain anythingor people screaming and you don't really know what they're fighting for... so we
basically just boiled that down to catch phrases like, 'Stop that.'" The
point was to have fun, but the event seriously affected some involved.
"I came out a changed man, with a renewed understudying of how
the forces of evil are at work in our society and how they must be
stopped/' said one sophomore.
Boston College
Boston, Massachusetts
A man familiar in childhood will usher the graduating class of
Boston College out into "the real world." Bill Cosby,best known as the
man from Picture Pages and The Cosby Show, will be the senior class
speaker, according to the Boston College Heights.
"To have Bill Cosby come here is an honor," said BC student Mea
Quinn. "We grew up watching The Cosby Show, everyone can relate to
him."
Students are p leased with the choice and approve of Cosby's active
participation in academic issues. The Cosby family recently donated
$20 million to Spelman College, an institution for African-American
women in Atlanta, Georgia. Cosby will receive an honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters from the college.
Cosby spoke at Colby 's commencement ceremony in 1992.

The snow is gone and the
campus is ready-
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Frisbees, Aerobies,
Footballs, Soccerbails,
and more
|
JcLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
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Collegium Musicuum lift s Earth Day spirits
BY JUDY RING*
A&E Editor
While Foss Arts continued to rage down on Dana Lawn,
Colby's Collegium Musicuum brought somerelatively older and
more complex music to its listeners in Lorimer Chapel. In a
," Direcprogram entitled "losquin Desprezand His Contemporaries
tor Eva Linfield, members of the vocal ensemble, and the two
instrumental ensembles performed works of the fifteenth and
sixteenthcentury by thebrilliantJosquinaswell asa selectnumber
of his fellow composers.
The Collegium began the evening with "Hymn Ave maris
Stella," a piece which started with soloist Jonathan Howe '96
leading into full chorus. The soprano voices carried the main
melody, with the other voices repeating and following the religious praises of the "Kyrie " and "Gloria" movements. The piece
ended with all voices abandoning the intricate Latin chant and
coming together for a powerful chorda! conclusion.
The next songs of the evening were instrumental works by
JohannesMartini and HeinrichIsaac that featured threerecorders;
Casey McCullough '96,John Wheeler '66 and Julie de Sherbinin
performed La Martinella and O Venus bant. The pieces fit in
beautifully with the chorus pieces, although they did suffer from
some muddy moments. After the intermission, the recorder
groups joinedthe chorus in performing works of Josquininduding "Faulte d'argent," a lighter piece about lack of money.
The vocalensemble rearranged their positioning and continued with "Missa Avemarisstella,"a morecomplex sounding piece
witha fullermix of voices. Common toneswerea themethroughout for the slow,shifting chords that filled the Chapel with tense,
beautiful sound. The piecebecamemoremelancholy and consolidatedin a small groupof female voices,thenmovedon to thebass
sectionfor a nice contrastof melodies.Theensemblecontinuedin
their themeof Masspieceswith the "A gnus Dei "movementlater
in thefirst half of theconcert and thefinal song of the eveningthe
' .!
AveMa ria, moteta 4."
The second instrumental group featured during the concert
was the Guitar Ensemble, directed by Mark Leighton. The audience was introduced to the sounds of the classical guitar in
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Echo photo by J enniferAtwood
Members of the vocal ensemble watch the recorder trio perform as part of the Collegium Musicuum ..
"r
program.
. • ¦: . • , , .-¦.. , : ;,, "Fantasia ," a solo pieceby Adrian Le Roy.Forthosewhohad not strict chords than the guitar music to which most chords are
heard theunique sound of classical guitar, it was a niceintroduc- accustomed.
tion. There was a piano-likefeel of the piece,which relied less on see COLLEGIUM on page 9
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BY CATHERINE B. PAGE
Contributing Writer

Photo Courtesy of Variety Artists Inter national , Im.
Otis Day of "Animal Home " fame will pl ay with his band ,
The Knights, during Last Day of Loudn ess festiv itieson
May 11. Otis* last appear ance on Mayflower Hill was in
March 1995. when he playedfor enthusiastic students
appropriately dressed in togas.

This past Sunday marked the
final Spring Concert of the Colby
Handbell Ringers, a group that has
existed since its three-octave set of
handbells was donated in 1989 from
the Estate of Ruth Goodwin, Class
of 1922. The Handbell Ringers consist of twelve women and are directed by volunteer Joan McDougal,
who also directs the handbell ring, ers from the First Congregational
Church downtown.
The concert itself was a beautiful
and magical performance. The Ringers entered ringing the bells as they
walked up the aisles behind the audience, immediately creating the
sense of approaching fairies. The
following concert was broken into
three sections, beginning with four
classic handbell pieces, then four
pieces demonstrating the Ringers'
different skills,and ending with four
playful and fun modern pieces.
The greatest magic of a handbell
concert is watching twelve people
come together to create one amazing
piece of music. As Kelly Hagan '97
said, "the handbells are a group instrument/' and require the dedication and hard work of each member
in order to create a harmoniouspiece.
Erika Moore '97 comp ared handbell
ringing to crew, saying that "each
person is part of a team that works
together. If one member of the- team
isn't pulling hard enough, then the
entire piece falls! apart. " The group
menta lity and teamwork, combined

with the Ringers dexterity on the
bells creates the magic of the music.
In the concert, the Ringers
seemed a bit nervous at first before
their audience, and the first two
pieces were slightly disjointed.
However, as soon as they started
the third selection of the Classics
section, "March oft he Crusaders" by
Betty Lou Cobb, they came together
beautifully and stayed together
throughout the rest of the concert.
"Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy " by
P.I. Tchaikovsky and arranged for
Handbells by Arr. Fred Gramann
was a difficult piece that the Ringers performed beautifully.
Following was a piece called
"Martell ato Mad ness," by Valerie W.
Stephenson, which highlighted the
technique of hitting the bell against
the table to produce a more hollow
"thurtk," a punctuation that counterbalances the twinkling clarity of
simply rung notes. Kylie Taphorn
'96 claims "It's a great release hitting those bells against the tables.
We all use it as a stress release."
"Martel lato Mad ness" was a prime
example of this stress release. The
thunk of hitting the bells against the
tables creates a musically comical
noise as well as great music.
Another highlight of the
"Handbell Virtuosity " was a sextet
played by Kelly Hagan '97, Martha
Hea ly '99, Holly Kozlowsk i '98,
Alden Kremer '98, Erika Moore '97,
Megan N icholson '96 and conducted
by Stephanie Small '98. The sextet,
BesideStill Waters," was exceptionally lovely, with each Ringer hav-

ing up to eight bells to ring.
The Ringers ended the concert
withfour songs "On the Lighter Side:"
"Ha kuna Matata ," " The Irish
Washerwoman 'sS u rprise," "The Rainbow Connection " and "Its Toon Time."
Next year, the choir will be opening up at least two positions as two
of its veterans, seniors K ylie
Taphorn and Megan Nicholson
graduate. Both of these seniors have
become leaders and vitally important to the Colby Handbell Ringers,
which is up this year for club status.
The question of club status is an
important one for the Handbell
Choir. In Colby records, it is murky
as to whether the choir was once a
club that fizzled out for awhile, or if
it was ever a club at all. Currentl y,
the Colby Handbell Ringers receive
no financial support from Stu-A
whatsoever, nor from the music
department. Every two years, the
bells should be sent to Philadel phia
to be serviced, but this costs about
$500 and cannot be done without
Stu-A support. At the present time,
The Handbell Ringers are hoping to
hear back on the proposal they put
in last year, but response has been
rather vague and slow-coming. The
Colby Handbell Ringers are a rarity
for any college campus, and provide music that is magical in its
triumph of beauty and harmony.
Their concerts are an enjoyable experience for anyone,of any age,and
the Colby Commun i ty should be
proud to hav e them here, and give
them the support a nd acknowledgment they deserve.Q

'^Bitter Little
Dutch Boy"
gives a dose
of the Colby 8
*ct

BY JUDY RING
A&E Editor

Thenewly released "BitterLittleDutchboy"
by the Colby 8features twentysongs, fifteen
guys, and countless hours of hard work.The
project that has takenfirstpriorityin termsof
timeandfundssmcemespringof'95isfinally
avaUableonCD.Accorclmgtomernbei-sChris
Whitehead '96 and Scott Lilley '97, despite
the amount of work that was required to
complete the CD, the project has been one
they are proud and consider a job welldone.
"Bitter LittleDutchboy" is a recordingthat
featurestwodifferentgroups: the '94-'95and
'95-'96 versionsof theColby 8. "We'rereally
psychedthattwo groups areonit,"explained
Whitehead, since it gave more people the
chance to be a part of the CD. Most of the
songs -were arranged by group members,
and all of themare fairly currentsongsin the
Colby 8 repertoire—theoldest were new to
the'94-'95group.
And wheredid they get the title?"Bitter
" spawned fromthe effort to
LittleDutchboy
get away from past CD title themes, which
always revolved around a play on the number 8. "This is morelike a real album title,"
said Whitehead. The jewelcase itself has a
professionallook thatdeviatesa bit from fhe
usual collegeproduction.
Familiarsongssuch as Seal's "KissFroma
Rose,"KEM;s "Everyl) odyHurte,"Simmand
Garfunkel's "l ateIn TheEvening" and Boyz II
Men's"W«fer Runs Dry" mix with not-sowell-known songs (such as those by the
Barenaked Ladies and* from-. "The:;jungle
Book") for a great mix of tunes. Part of the
appeal of the songsis their uniquea cappella
arrangement,*r»anyputtogetherb
yJorathan
Howe '96.
"I think recording was fun,"said Lilley,
after talking about the recording process
itself. Whitehead and Lilley estimated that
each song took five or six hours to record,
with each voice recorded individually. The
Colby 8embarked on many trips to a studio
see COLBY8 on page 8

Antonia and daughter Danielle epitomize the strong f e m a l echracters in "Ant oriia's Line".

"Anton ia 's Line" an emotional
roller coaster ride through life
BY SCOTT MICHAEL ROTHMAN
. Staff Writer

. Life is a lot like putting Jell-Q in, yoiir
p^rjts for the first time. It's sort oof fdn at.firgt
but later becomes increasingly hard to explain. The beauty of living, its magic, comes
from the many mysteries that life and the
world have to offer. What is the meaning of
life and death? What are the differences between men and women? What do really old
peoplelook likenaked? Thankfully,this year's
Academy Award winner for Best Foreign
Film,the Dutch "Antonia 's Line," only tries to
deal with the first two of these questions.
Set on a farm in the Dutch countryside at
the end of World War II, "Antonia 's Lin e "

imagines a world where women need no one
but themselves. The movie tells the story of
the remarkable Antonia (Willeke Van
with
,Ammelrooy), a woman
who returns to her
her sixteen-year
p£6vi^c§^jtfp ^
oM-daughter Danielle (ElsDotterman) determined to take control of her family farm and
establish herself in the village. Antonia refuses to accept the traditional role of women
in the village and fosters a sense of independence and courage in her daughter and those
she touches. Spanning over forty years,
"A ntonia 's Line" takes its audience through
the ups and downs of Antonia's lif e ,allowing
them to sympathize with her pain and rejoice
at her happiness.
Not surprisingly, it is the women of
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Spring Dance Concert
May 2# 3 a t 8 p.m.
Slrider Theater

Robert Berlind lecture
May 2 at 7:30
Given Auditorium
**

Photo courtesy of First Look Pictures
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Colb y Symp hony Orchestra , Colb y Chora le,
and the Colby-Kennebec Choral Society
May 4, 5 at 8 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel
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Spring Student Recita l
May 6 at 7 p.m.
Given Auditorium
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"Spared "
one man show
May 5 at 8 p.m.
Strider Theater

¦of ,f" th.i s plaume t
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Portland
Victor Borge
May 12 at 7 p.m.
Cumberland County Civic Center
UMaine at Orono
Fernando Meza, Stuart Marrs,
and the Pane-Funahashi piano duo
Piano/percussion concert and American premiere
May 2 at 8 p.m.
Maine Center for the Arts

"Antonia 's Line' who make the movie so
memorable. WillekeVan Ammelrooyis masterful in her.portrayal of the title character..
She brings to lif e the strength and humanity
ot the indomitable Antonia. Els IDotterrrian\is
equally effective as Antonia's strongly independent daughter Danielle. Also,look out for
Wimie Wilhelm as Letta, the crass and perpetually pregnant friend of this intriguing
family.
Much of what makes "Antonia's Line"so
special is derived from its large, colorful
supporting cast of characters. While devoid
of any crack-selling mimes, the film does
have such bizarre characters as the Mad
Madonna, a lovesick woman who howls at
see ANTONIAon page 8
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Stu-A Film
"12 Monkeys "
May 2-4 nt 6:30 and 9 p.m.
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"Fa rgo " •
Railroad Square Cinema
May 3-9 at f>:45 and 8:45 p.m.
May 4-5, maiinees at 12:45, 2:45 and 4:45 p .m.
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"Antonia 's Line "
Railroad Square Cinema
May 3-9 at 7 p.m.
May 4-5, matinees at 12:30 and 4:50 p.m.
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"The Fl ower ofMy Secret "
Railroad Square Cinema
May 3-9 at 9:05 p.m.
May 4-5, matinee at 2:35 p.m.
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DEEP m-THOUGHT
I Students play chess as the sun shines and onlookers
anticipate the next move.

Echo photo by Gretchen Rice

ALL SHE
WANTS TO
DO IS DANCE

Students kicked
off their shoes to
enjoy the
warmer
weather.

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

FROM BIKES TO BEEF JERKY

Echo pho to by Gretchen Rice

Many vendors and environmental groups filled
the lawn with their wares.

COLBY 8, continued fr ompa g e 7
in Au gusta for the recordin g and pro-

ducing. The CD was produced by
Howe, and according to h is fell ow
group members, he invested a phenomena l amount of time and effort
into al l aspects of the CD.
This year 's Colby 8 is the la rgest
grou p ever, fea turing twelve singers. Answering this year 's most
popular question ("Why a re there
tw elve peop le i n the Colby 8?"),
Whitehead exp lained that the grou p
thou ght it necessary to ex pand t h e
membership not onl y to create a bigger sou nd , but also because with the
large number of upperclassman and
people going away for their junior
years, very few experienced members would be around for next )*ear if
the number was restricted to eight
this year.
Whitehead stated that the group
will probably do more traveling to
other collegesnextyearthantheyhave
done this year, since they have spent
most of this year focused on the CD.
However, their currentinfocus is the
annual year^nd concert the Spa on
May 8.
"BHterUUleDutchboy"iBderirdte\y
good listening material, particularly
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An All Non-Smoking Restaurant
BREAK THE PI ZZA HABIT

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FREE DELIVERY*

DINE-IN SUN-THUR -- 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
PUREVEG. OIL

the arrangements of "Streets of Phila- rently for sale in the Student Center
delphia " and one of this year's most and will also become available in the
popular Colby 8 tunes, "77a? Princess Colby BookstoreO
Papuli. " "Bitter Uttle Diitdiboy" is cur-

MON-THUR «ll-9 pm
CALL (/^sT^ v
FRI & SAT ~ 11-10 pm ft
MSG J
877-7644
V
SUN -- 12-8 pm
^_>/
1

1

NO APDED SALT

* 10.00 minimum w/last delivery 15 minutes til closing
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Echo photo by Tanya Semels

AND THE MUSIC NEVER STOPPED

Bim Skala Bim, a perennial favorite of Colby
students headlined the bill of 13 bands that pla y ed
f o rthe f estival

Echo photo by Jennifer Atwood

UP , UP , AND AWAY

This weekend's activities lifted spi rits literally
and figurativel y .

PUTTING ON A HAPPY FACE

Kidsf r o m2 to 22 donned the colors of spring
during the Foss A r t sFestival.
Ectio photo by J ennifer Atwood

EVIL EYE ALE

CoiT&CtlOH!

was: $19.15 NOW: $11.95++ a case

We now carry
Smutty Nose and Nuffield
beers fro m N.H. and
Otter Creek beer fro m Vt.

In the April 18 issue oi The
Echo, in an ar t icle concerning
the Student Art Exhibit's move
back into the Musuem of Art
thisyear , Meg han M yers '96 was
quo ted as saying that students

"should all be proud of th is show
because it may not be happening
next year. "
An agreemen t has been
reached to keep the Exhibi t in the
Colby Museum Art (his year as

COLLEGIUM, continued from page 6 -

TheCoUegiumMusicuumprovedtheirexcellenceonce
again in their second concert of the year. The hard work,
talent and musicianshipnecessarytoperform the intricate
rmrmoriicpiecesareforrrudable,nottomenHonmefactthat

&& Open: Sun-Wed till 9 pm , Thurs till 10pm ,' ANTONIA, continued fr ompage 7
&&&%&
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Fri & Silt *"*" Midnighe

W« nnw have Ihe largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine
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873-6228

**S discount bevera ges
52 Fro nt St. Waterville , ME
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none of these classic chansons are written in English so
groups must practically learn a new language as well as
learn the notesand melodies. For all those who attended,
it was a beautiful and fascinating perforrnanceO

the moon, and Loony Lips the vil- ing to Exha le" are so heavy-handed
lage idiot. The world of "Antonia 's and forced in their depictions of
Line " is sprinkled with interesting women's unity, "Antonia 's Line "
figures who don't quite fit the norm simply presents a woman comof society. However, as it should pletely comfortable and confident
be, each character is jud ged by their about who and what she is. Writer
merits rather than appearance or and director Marleen Gorris should
position .
be commended for her positive deAt a time when it has become so piction of a woman who would not
trendy to make politically correct be defined in terms of men.
films concerning female empowerAlso missing from the film is the
"
ment, "Antonia 's Line is a delight- male-bashing that can be seen in
ful breath of fresh air. Whereas films movies like "Thelma and Louise ."
such as "Boys on the S ide " and "Wait- Gorris gives her and ience both good

l-*&oo-HoB-88o7.1
fc Ti- M-tAYs
I Ao
f theup SAve-h4e
g\
€fc***vH"- CM4>

well as next year, with the '98
site being determined later. The
quote should have said ,' should
all be proud of this show because it may not be happening
af ter next year."

men and bad men without making
generalizations about either. Men
can be great lovers, friends and fathers, but in no way are they the
only means by which a woman can
achieve happiness. "Antonia 's Line "
doesn't beg for women to be placed
on pedestals but rather shows the
absurdity of not recognizing them
as equals. This movie, with many
important and powerful messages,
shows that it is time for stories like
Antonia 's to cease being fairy tales
and start becoming reality.Q

Commission avoids summer
sneak ta ctic with alcohol policy

In the past , Colby has made several rather important decisions
during the summer. For instance , two summers ago the Alcohol in
the Campus Environment Committee (ACE) in conjun ction with
the administration decided tc redefine the alcohol delivery policy
by only allowing kegs to be delivered to campus. Hence, in recent
years students have not been present to voice their opinions or
observe the decision makin g process.
The social life at Colb y does, or should , revolve around the
students. While stude nts need to drink responsibly , the administration should keep in mind that it is unreasonable to make
important decisions regard ing the social scene without student
input.
This year , however , the Trustee Commission on Alcohol is
publishing a first draft of its alcohol policy several weeks before
Colby closes for the summer. While the final decision will not be
made until the trustees meet on Commencement weekend, it is a
step in the right direction that this decision is bein g announced
while students are still in school and able to respond.
Whatever the Commission 's recommendation turns out to be,
the members should be applauded for giving students the chance
to respond and not tryin g to sneak a new policy into effect over the
summer.

Stu-A report card:

Ryan and (Ldreau live up
to their campaign promises
Tom Ryan '96 and Tina Goudreau '98 have mana ged to lead StuA throug h a very difficult year yet ended up meeting most of their
campai gn promises. Few national politicians can brag about a
record like this year 's Stu-A president and vice president.
Last spring Ryan and Goudreau said that their goals were to
develop the multicultural center , "imp lement a student advisory
program for first-year students ,"' revamp I-Play, add world news
and student programming to Moosenet , remodel the dorms , reexamine the alcohol policy's effect on campus life, revise the Tuesday /Thursday schedule and the Spotli ght Lectures , and define the
roles of dorm presidents and chairs.
Most of these goals have been met. The multicultural center is
nearin g completion and will open in the fall , Big Sibs is gearing up
for a second year , the Academic Affairs Committee has proposed
a schedule change and the trustees have worked with Stu-A to
address the alcohol policy and the dorm renovations. I-Play is
currentl y being reworked , Moosenet now has CNN' s Headline
News as a back ground (and student programming is in the works ),
the academic departments are looking into taking over some
responsibilit y for Spotli ght Lectu re turnout throug h requiring
attendance to certain lectures and a new hall president guidebook
will be given to incoming leaders.
While perhaps it has unnoticed by many Colb y students (despite the efforts of The Colb y Gri pe), Ryan and Goudreau have
lived up to their campai gn promises. How many politicians can
say that?
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Letters
CVC lends hand to homeless shelter

I am writing to clarify some
details about the recognition night
for the Mid Maine Homeless Shelter covered in an article in last
week's Echo. Volunteers to the
Homeless Shelter are coordinated
through a program in the Colby

Volunteer Center led b y Ruth
Bristol. The recognition night was
co-sponsored by the CVC and this
is why it was held at Colby. I feel
the role of the CVC at the Homeless Shelter has been overlooked
this year and this is unfortunate

since the 19 volunteers at the Mid
Maine Homeless Shelter from
Colby were recruited and trained
through the Volunteer Center efforts.

In response to your recent editorial on grade inflation, the actual
argument against grade inflation is
that it does not give a stable basis
for the analysis of GPA. With grade
inflation, it is impossible to differentiate students on the basis of GPA
(one of the main factors used by
graduate institutions for admissions). This is because grade inflation does "inflate" grades, but in

an uneven manner. On average a
student in one department may
have a higher GPA than in other
departments. This may be due to
exceptional students in a department, but when you look at the
significance of a grade, a "C" normally denotes average, "B" above
average and "A" exceptional. This
problem seems to amplify itself, as
students tend to take courses with

professors who are rumored to
"grade softl y." Hopefully, this is a
problem that will be addressed at
Colby in the near future. I would
respond to Mr. Maccarone's editorial directly in stating that if you
are cramming for an examination,
it is probably a result of poor time
management.

Patrick Doyle '97

Grade inflation a more complex issue

Andrew A. Weber "97

Students must be responsible with pets
Today, in the United States,
over 5,500 pets are born every hour
and there are not enough homes
for them all. Pet overpopulation is
a growing problem that deserves
the attention of everyone. Recently, national Humane Society
organizations have developed a
new symbol including a light blue
ribbon tied to a key, for the campaign to control pet overpopulation by spaying and neutering.
They are hoping that eventually
this new symbol will become as
well known as the Red Ribbon for
AIDS.
We feel that it is important to
bring this problem to the attention
of the Colby Community for several reasons. Although we are not
allowed to keep pets on campus,
many students who live off campus do own pets and others plan
to keep a pet after they graduate .
Students can also bring the trag-

edy of pet overpopulation to the
attention of their family, friends
and neighbors. We can urge people
to act responsibly and spay or neuter their pets and discourage
people from allowing their pets to
breed "so the children can have an
educational experience" or because they think their pet will benefit from "just one litter."Many of
the animals that must be put down
by animal shelters annually, because there are not enough home
for them, came from "just one litter." Cats and dogs also have a
very short generational time, often six months or less. Within four
years the descendants of one pair
of cats can produce 20,736'l*ittens
and within five years the descendants of a pair of dogs can produce 324 puppies. Spaying and
neutering can benefit individual
pets as well as helping to control
pet overpopulation. Contrary to

popular myth, pets that have been
spayed or neutered live happier,
healthier lives.
The problem of pet overpopulation deserves the attention of everyone, even those of
us that don't own pets. This is
an issue that all of us will have
a chance to influence at some
time in the future. B y bringing
this issue to your attention now
we hope you will remember it
when you have a chance to act.
We will be in the Student Union
tomorrow passing out ribbons
and keys. We will also have literature about the crisis of pet
overpopulation and the campaign to eori&rol pet overpopulation through spaying and neutering on disp lay. We hope to
see you there.
Jennie Phelps '98
Sarah Holmes '97

Op inions
Pre sident Cotter speaks on
blue M&Ms and canned meat
DAN MACCARONE
Staff Writer

Many of you Mules out there
may remember a little interview I
did with the president of our college, William Cotter, last year. If
you do, t hen I am su re you r ecall
his profession of his love for Spam
and CBS's "Murder She Wrote. "
Well, this week, I had the chance to
speak with him and follow up the
interview I gave last year. Here are
a few of the highlights from our
conversation:
Me: Have you tried the new
blue M&M?
Colter: Do they have a new blue
M&M? Do you have to order it
special?
Me: No, it comes in the packet.
Cotter: Oh, then I probabl y have,
but didn 't focus on it. . . Does it
taste any different? Ha, I didn 't
notice.

M

Me: They still do. Did you go to
see George Clinton when he was
The Beatles, I think , here?
are wonderful , but
Cotter: I didn't. In fact, I don't
go
to
those concerts very much , but
it's changed since
then I hear when they're coming.
then.
People say to me, well, "Know what
-President Cotter
this is," and then they br ing me a
ta pe or something. I reall y don 't go
to those concerts much. I mean, the
Me: Okay. Who was your fa- Beatles, I think, are wonderful,but
it's changed since then.
vorite Beatle?
Cotter : That's a good question. I
Me: Bu t you go to the plays here
guess everyone is supposed to say on campus.
Cotter: Yes.
John Lennon. Is that what you're
supposed to say? But I will be nonMe: Rumor has it that during
discriminatory.They wereagroup. Powder and Wig's fall production
They were one.
of "God , Satan , and Day time TeleviMe: Could you tell them apart sion , " Jesus handed you a condom.
in the early years?
Is that true?
Cotter: No, they all had those
Cotter : (laughs) Well, uh that's
funny . . . they had a haircut like a personal relationship that I don't
yours. They looked just like you, disclose. I don't disclose what God
and everybody thought that was does.
weird in those days.
see COTTER on page 12
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Op inions

The road ahead

Now things really start to cook
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

As the end of their college years
drawsnear,seniorsbegin toask the all
important questions:what am I going
to do for a job? Do you think I can get
insured for less than half whatIwillbe
making out of college? Did I really
spend$100,000 to learn to say "Would
you likefries with that?"
For some the thought of moving
off the hill and into what mostpeople
call the "real world" causes heart palpitations, mild anxiety attacks and a
bit of queasinessin thestomach. I hear
all too often from various and sundry
college grads,
"those were the
best years of my
life," "you'll never
havethatmuchfun
again," and "man,
I wish I were going
back to college."
Doeslifepeakat22?
Dowel**avenothingtolookforwardto
aftercoUegebesidenostalgicrerniniscing and the eventual onset of middle
age?
Of coursenot.Therehas tobemore
to life than college (at least I'd like to
believe so). In fact, it seemsto me that
after college is when things really begin to count. I mean,for all intents and
purposes it is pretty hard to screw
things up too much here. Most of us
have very little responsibility. We
might have the little '!,' student loan,
the little 'c/ car, and the little %' telephone and credit card bills, but what
about the big %,' home loan, thebig
'C,'children and the big'B,'morebills.
I know that there is really no comparison between the little leb and the big
LCB,but when you areplaying for the
big ones,you would probably be less
likelytostayhomefromworktosmoke
up with your friends.
So, if there is not much at stake,
then thegame is not as fun right? The
higher the chips, the more the blood
pumps. But students seem to be saying that they prefer it when the stakes
are lower. They like the lack of responsibilities thatcollegeoffers.How
boring. Where is the excitement in life
if you know that all you have to do is
write a few papers and take a few
tests to get to the next round? The
stress of college is very real, and I am

not making the case that academic
challenges are not real challenges.
What I really mean is, if college was
this much fun, then why can't we
make the hereafter just as fun, and
much more exciting?
Graduating seniors who take a fatalistic approach to graduation are
missing the boat. This isnot thebeginning of the end, this is the end of the
beginning. Eveirythingyou do hereafter is not dress rehearsal anymore,
now is when it counts. That should
exciteus.
When an actress rehearses a new
show, she doesn't do so with a dread
fear of performing. She is anxious,
nervous, maybe a
little afraid, but
when the lights go
up, she doesn't go
slinking back into
that shadows saying, "rehearsals
were so much better than this."And
neither should we slink off into the
corner whimpering, "they were the
bestyears of my life."
We should be excited that we are
finally getting out of here;this is what
we trained for for the past 16years.Of
course there is the financial concern,
and that seems to have the majority of
us in stitches thesedays. How will we
make the bills? But the financial concerns should not weigh us down. We
are all smart enough to work somewhere,andevenasomewherejobpays
some money;
> -And we are afraid to fail. Now that
the stakes are!going to be higher, we
are afraid that we will not cut the
mustard. However, we should not be
allowing any fears of failure to get in
our way. We should fear not trying,
we should fear regret that we did not
takeadvantageofaUtheopportunities
we had. We should be afraid that we
willseek security inboredom (not that
securityisboredom,but thatboredom
isnot a good place to look for security)
and that wewill have tolook back and
say these werethebestyearsof mylife,
thesewere the years I tookrisks. The
risks we take here are not real risks,
they are play risks, but they should
teach us to take some real risks. Drive
fast. Take risks.
Good luck, Class of 1996. It's been
real.Q
¦

¦
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Nightmares come true at Bowdoin
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Staff Writer

We know when we come back
to Colby next year there will be a
brand new alcohol policy in place.
Imagine it looking something like
this: campus-wide parties are
banned; party hosts are required
to have a guest list and only guests
are allowed to come; and if there
are crashers; Security would be
there to find out about it'. Sound
like a nightmare? Luckil y for us,
this is probably not going to happen at Colby. But it has happened
at Bowdoin. This situation is all
too real.
Last week, Bowdoin put in the
measures listed above. It was a
direct response to the death at the
Chi Delta Phi frat house six weeks
ago. Cameron Brett, a sophomore
attending the University of Maine,
plunged three stories from the roof
of the frat to his death. Brett was
drunk at the time.
Initiall y, Bowdoin's reaction
was swift and severe. It shut down
the Chi Delta Phi frat as well as the
Alpha Kappa Sigma. Both were
throwing parties that night and

aren't old enough to throw parties
for themselves (involving alcohol
anyway). Very quickly there will
be an isolated faction of the campus.
Therefore, the social life will
have to move off-campus .
Bowdoin students are arguing that
this will cause an increase in drunk
driving and put students in environments where they may not f eel
as comfortable. Sadl y, they're
probably right. Despite our supposed maturity, not all college students are bright enough to know
driving drunk is incredibly stupid. While I would not blame
Bowdoin directl y for this phenomenon,the new policy does increase
the likelihood of drunk driving.
Bowdoin is very much like
Colby. The only thing really separating the two of us is that no one
has died here — yet. Don't think
that the Trustee Commision on Alcohol hasn't taken Bowdoin's latest move under consideration. The
Last Day of Loudness is coming.
Please, take control of your own
actions.
That nightmare scenario may
be closer than we think.G

Lookin g back on your four year s at Colby, what is one
thin g you would have done differently?

Cindy Starchman '96
"I would have spent my four
years island-hopping in the
Carribean."

Chris Whitehead '96
"Pass my econ classes."

Bowdoin deemed them both responsible. But apparently,that was
not enough, and this new policy
was passed.
What does this mean for students at Bowdoin? It certainly redefines the party scene — it practically eliminates it. For students
who have already settled in at
Bowdoin (namely upperclassmen
who are of age anyway), it is at
the least restricting. Any party
they throw is going to be monitored and it will not be in their
best interests to invite underage
drinkers, particularly those who
are just learning to experiment
with drinking and do not know
their limits.
But look at the ramifications it
will have on incoming freshmen.
Remember, there are no longer
campus-wide parties. To get into a
party, you have to be on a list. In
other words, they have to befriend
upperclassmen immediately. In
general , most students meet other
students at parties. It will be hard
to meet anyone if you can't get in.
And afterseeing twoof their brethren shut down, the frats may get
even more selective. Freshmen

Andrew Rice '96
"1 would have gone to more of
the Satuday night music series.They
are really relaxing."

Jeff Sklarz '96
"Drink more. If we only use 10%
of our brains,why not kill the other
90%?"

Meghan Myers '96
"I would have gone abroad more.
It would have been one less winter
on this campus."
Echo photos by J ennifer Atwood
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Me: Fair enough. Now, when your children were here, did they go to the concerts or
take part in campus events?
Cotter : Elizabeth was interested in theater
when she was here, and she had a couple of
parts in some one-acts. Students cast her in
some childrens parts in the one-acts.The other
two went to campuk events, but they weren't
in plays or as much involved with student
activities as Elizabeth was.
Me: Did they ever go out and party with
the rest of the students?
Cotter: (laughs) If they did, they didn't tell
me.
Me: Have you ever been in, or had a cameo
appearance in any plays here?
Cotter. No, I haven't. Uh,I once had a came
appearance with the orchestra . We did
Copeland's — I think it's called "Licolin 's Narration. " I was Lincolin.But nobody 's asked me
to be in a play, I'm sorry. I was a star in high
school. I would though, if it was very short,
and if I didn't have to interfere with anyone's
schedule. I'd have to keep the possibility open,
but, my agent, of course, would have to screen
any roles.
Me: Of course. Now, I understand you
watch "Murde r She Wrote." What are you
going to do now that it's being taken off the
air?
Cotter: Yes, It's dying, I know.It's very sad.
When, sometime this spring? They did this
terrible thing and moved it to Thursday night,
and it didn't work. 1don't watch television on
Thursday nights. So, I didn't see it on Thursday night; nobody saw it. But I think they're
bringing it back to Sunday for its last couple of
editions.
Me: We should watch it together.
Cotter. Okay. Okay, sounds good. We'll
see it die together. The murder of "Murder She
Wrote."

Me: With all the construction going up
on campus, there seems to be a lack of parking.
Cotter: Well,when we started building the
Olin center last spring, we added seventy
spaces to Roberts, and there seems to be free
spaces there all the time. Or people can park
over at Foss...and we built that new lot for
Admissions.
Me: What would happen if a student ended
up parking in your driveway?
Cotter: (laughs) We'd tow 'em!
Me: Sounds nice.
Cotter: They'd probably get a warning
first.
Me: What would you think about an allcampus barbeque at your house?
Cotter: All-campus? Wow, that would be
a big one. Heh, it's certainly something to
think about,when we havea decent daysometime.
Me: I was wondering, you know the
matriculation book? What's the point of
that?
Cotter: Well, we bring it out at alumni
reunions so you can look at it and say,
"look, there's my name. Oh, and look who
signed just before me, and look who signed
after me." And then we expect you all to
become very famous, and then we'll show it
to incoming students and say, "there's where
Dan Maccarone signed." Did you ever sign
it?
Me: Yeah, I did, but then I kept getting
notices in my mailbox telling me that I
hadn't.
Cotter : They probabl y couldn't read your
handwriting. You should be a doctor.
Me: Or, ironically, a writer.
Cotter: Same thing.
Me: Okay, what's your favorite Big G's
sandwich?

Cotter : Well, I've never been to Big G's,
but I have had their sandwiches. I would
have say my favorite is the Zenker.
Me: Zonker Harris?
Cotter: Yes, that's it.
Me: Have you ever seen a game of the
infamous Beer Die?
Cotter: No. ,
Me: So, I guess you've never played?
Cotter: No, no. But, how are you at it,
Dan?
Me: Me? Oh, heh, I'm not 21, I would
never play. You know, the legality of the
situation and all.
Cotter: Uh-huh. Just heard rumors about
it?
Me: Yeah. Heh, that's right... Okay, and
finally,how would you like to go on a double
date? You know, to the Last Unicorn or
something?
Cotter: Are you paying?
Me: Ha ha, heh, uh, well, I am a college
student, umm...
Cotter: We'll go Dutch then? Okay, you
set up a time, and we'll go. Sounds good to
me.
Well, those are just some of the fun
hi ghlights from the interview. Now, if you
put the two interview s together you can
make up your own little trivia game. You
know, Cotter's favorite TV show, cand y
bar, canned meat, whatever. Good luck,
and if you're interested in reading part
one of my interview, check out the Echo
home page on the 'net. It's under the back
issues in April of 1995. Thanks again to
President Cotter for putting up with my
odd questions. Sir, I look forward to seeing you again next year. Oh, and thanks
for the cup of coffee, it was much better
than Dana.Q

DREAMS, continued

f r ompage 1-

and later offered to play the tape at a
jo int meeting between the IRB and
Mannocchi. According to Rohrman,he
did create a tape, but it was from a
voice mail messagethat Mannocchi had
left him and therefore "was alread y on
tape."
"Phyllis IMannocchi]left mea fairl y
lengthy voice mail message/' said
Rohrman. "I took notes on it to convey
to the IRB at our upcoming meeting...
Later, she left me a second and as I was
taking notes on it the thought occurred
to me that since it was already on tape
I could put it on a cassette and play it in
its entirety at the meeting, thus allowing Phyllis to make her own case not
filtered through my note-taking." At
the meeting, however, the appropriateness of the tape was questioned and ,
according Rohrman, he decided not to
play it.
At the request of Mannocchi, the IRB
guidelines and applicable Federal laws
will be submitted for review by the College attorney. In addition, the U.S. Department of Health will be consulted
regarding restrictions on research involving human subjects. At the same
time, the AAC will continue its review
and hopes to resolve the conflict before
the last day of classes on May 10.
"I have no interest in limiting the
way in which [Mannocchi] or any other
facultymemberconductshisor her business," said McArthur. "On the other
hand, Federal and College guidelines...
are important and we have an institutional cominitrnent... to follow them in
their proper sphere."?

Get Involved...

REPRESENT THE STUDENT VOICE:
APPLY FOR A CAMP US COMMITTE E FOR NEXT YEAR!

"

The followin g is a list of Campus Committees that need student representation. Fill out the app lication and return it to Graham
Nelson, Box 6736, no later than Frida y, May 10, 1996. If you hav e any questions or would like further information , contact
Graham Nelson at ext. 4911, Box 6736, or e-mail at gsnelson @coIb y.edu.
Admissions and Financial Aid ; Responsible for recommendations and review of admissions policy. Also recommends and reviews financial aid
policy. (Positions open for Class of '97 only)
Bunche Scholars; A subcommittee of Admissions that selects Bunche Scholars . (Positions open for current Bunche Scholars only)
Students; A subcommittee of Admissions that makes recommendations on International student applications. (Positions preferably
International
open to international students)
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e ; Advises the president on administrative matters primarily involving academic, policy, establishes the calendar for each academic
y ear , and considers requests for exemption s from college regulations.
A d v i s o r y ; Overviews the direction of athletics from varsity to club sports.
Athletic
Academic Affairs Committee; Continually studies the curriculum and other matters affecting educational policy. Acts upon proposed course
revisions or additions.
Information Technology Committee; Advises the president and the director of computer services on policy issues related to computing.
C u l t u r a l Events ; Develops the campus-wide lecture programming, including Spotlight Lectures.
Harassment Advisory Group: Reviews incidents of racial and sexual harassment , develops policies and procedures to deal with them.
Health Care Advisory: Monitors health programs and practices at the Colby Health Center. Also helps interview prospective employees for the
health center.
Independent Stud y Committee: Selects qualified students to do independent study in lieu of two or three courses each semester of their senior
y ear ( as sen i or sc h ol ars ) , and reviews applications of students designing independent majors.
College A ffairs Committee: Revi ews , eva l ua t es , and make s recommendations concerning any aspect of life at Colby (except curriculum , aca d emi c
re q u i remen t s , and issues under jurisdiction of other committees).
Alcohol in the Campus Environment fACEh A subcommittee of college affairs that looks at the role of alcohol on campus.
L i b r a r y Committee; Advises the director of the Colby Libraries on matters of policy and regulations governing library use by students and faculty.

NAME

CLASS YEAR

LIVING ON OR OFF CAMPUS NEXT YEAR?

Committee(s)
2)
3)

_

you are interested

__

PHONE#

BOX#

WILL YOU BE HERE ALL YEAR?

in:

**h **pi ease explain on an attached sheet wh y
yQu ^gh to serve 011 thi s committee.
Include qualifications. Spaces are limited
so please be thoroug h and get application

WOMEN'S LAX, continued f r omp age20

game was the ejection of co-captain Amie Sicchitano '96 for
unsportsman-like conduct.
On Saturday, the Mules left
the friendl y confines of Seaverns
Field for Elms College, in
Chicopee, Massachusetts. Again
beginning the game with the tremendous firepower in the offensive end, the score after the first
half was 15-1.
"They werejustbad. Wepulled
our starters out after fifteen minutes. In addition, in the second
half our substitutes were only allowed to take shots off set plays—

no fast breaks," said Godomsky.
Offensively, Kelley had four
goals while Leah Bernstein '98
scored two goals and two assists.
Eklund's consecutive game-hat
trick streak was snapped at four ,
as she only netted two scores.
At the other end of the field ,
Pope was challenged between the
pipes later in the game: after facing only two shots in the first half,
she made 11 saves down the
stretch in the second half.
As the Mules look ahead ,
ECAC post-season tournament
hopes are high. Colby will travel
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to rival Bates (3-4) in search of the
CBB championship today. Returning home for a game against
Wesleyan, the Mules will conclude
their season on the road at Trinity.
As for Bates, Colby has not
p layed the Bobcats yet this year,
They have,however, scrimmaged
them twice during the pre-season. Godomsk y noted , "We
match-up well. Our goal keeper
(Pope) is a much better p layer."
In addition, Bates lost by a goal to
Bowdoin (Colby defeated the Polar Bears 8-7 two weeks ago).
Assistant Coach Tom Austin
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summed up the squad's situation.
"We have made some good
strides. We have great freshman
input to compliment the seniors,
We are also at a point where we
have not played particularly well,
but have come out on top.We are
definitely lookingahead to a CBB
title and our final two games
against Wesleyan and Trinity."
Should the Mules win two of
the next three games, they are almost assured an ECAC bid .
Should they win all three, they
will enjoy the home-field
advantage.Q
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They Sf l&ll&d it out for your orthodontist

bills .

Cj OO gtlCCl it up for your car insurance.

Ana f orked it over for that fj $!l tCinkaccident.
Yet they still insist you call Collect .
Touched by their undying love, you spare them further expense.

you dial 1 SOO CALL ATT.

MEN'S TENNIS ,
continued f r ontpage
20—
day," said Bowen. "We were
expected to give [Amherst] a
run, and in fact we did p lay
them competitively. It was a
tough match to lose, from both
a team and personal standpoint."
The tough times continued
for Colby singles. Number one
Perez, number four Bowen and
number five Joel Grossbard '98
all advanced to the second
round, but each fell victim to
their respective opponents from
Wesleyan, Tufts and Bates.
Grossbard savored personal triumphs in his number five consolation flight matches, beating
his adversary of Hamilton 8-3
in the first round, and defeating his counterpart of Wesleyan
6-4,6-0, in the second.His overall record in singles now stands
at 11-1, which is the team-best
mark.
'I was disappointed about
dropping the match to Bates
but satisfied with my performance in the consolation
matches," said Grossbard. "I
felt that I was one of the better
p layers at the number five seed,
and I wanted to prove it."
In the end, with limited entrants, the Mules simply lacked
the necessary firepower to compete with the elites of the
NESCAC. Colby was unable to
score points when Ylisto and
Tedeschi defaulted matches as
the fate of the squad was determined early on in the tournament.
"It fust wasn't meant to be
for us this year," said Coach
Illig.
Colby finished in a tie with
Middlebury for tenth p lace at
NESCACs, scoring 3.5 points
for the tournament. Wesleyan
came away with the conference
championship tall ying 5.5
points, followed by Hamilton
in second with 4.5 points, and
Connecticut College with four
points.
The team plays next in the
Maine State Tournament this
weekend at Bates where
doubles partners Perez and
Bowen are looking capture
their first state title.G
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APOLLON, continued f r ontpa ge 20
knows a lot about softball."
Nevertheless, Apollon's transition was slightly difficult in the beginning.
"As a student assistant on last
year's team, Becca didn't want to
come in this year arid step on the
captains'toes,"said Holsten.'Tt took
me a while to get back into things
this season after being away for so
long," Apollon said. "I didn't want
to take anything away from the seniors this year cause this was their
year. But still being involved with
the team last year made the transition much easier."
Despite these apprehensions
going into the season, Apollon
quickly emerged as one of the team's
strongest leaders. Duringtheteam's
tour in Florida,Apollon busted out
for one of her best hitting days this
season. In a double-header,Apollon
went six for six and led the Mules to
a huge win over Mt. Scenario of
Wisconsinand a close loss to SUNYBuffalo, the fifth ranked team in the
nation.
"Down in Florida she was hitting over .500,"said Holsten. "Early
on she emerged as the one of the
strongest hitters on the team."
"The mostimportant aspect that
she brought to the team was her
leadership," said Holsten. "She is
very strong behind the plate, and
she has really brought some of our
younger pitchers along oyer the
course of the season."
"The best game of the season
was in Florida against SUNY-Buffalo, even though we lost" said
Apollon. "That was a hugegame for
the program in general because we
proved to ourselves that we could
play with some of the best teams in
the country.'7 *
Due in part to Apollon's big bat
arid her leadership, thesoftball team

MEN 'S LAX,
continued f r om
page 19
notched a pair of goals. Once
again the imposing defensive
front played brilliantly and combined with Frank to hold Babson
to just one second half goal.
With the promise of an ECAC
invitation looming in the future,
these two games were vital wins
for the Mules.
"We're very happy with
these couple of wins. To come
back from a loss and outscore
your next two opponents b y
scores of 14-3and 14-6 was great.
But, the most important thing
was that we've built up confidence for Bowdoin on Wednesday," Johns said.
In a contest that held major
post-season implications, Colby
squared off against their eternal
nemesis Bowdoin yesterday
evening at seven o'clock at
Portland' s Fitzpatrick Stadium.
The alread y victor will have secured an automatic bid to the
ECAC tournament.G

has enjoyed their most successful
season in years. After the team has
been sub-par over her past four
years, Apollon relishes most in the
team's success this season.
"The team was kind of rebuilding when I came here as a freshman," she said. "The progress since
then has been incredible."
Despite the team's fluctuation,
the one constant has been Apollon's
hitting. As a freshman,Apollon led
the team with a .457 average while
collecting 17hits and 16 RBI's. As a
sophomore Apollon again led the
team in those three offensive cat-

egories with a .375 average, 24 hits,
and 16 RBI's. That season Apollon
also hit four homers. As a junior,
Apollon experienced a little offensive slump when her average
dropped to .352 with her hits and
RBI's both dropping as well.
"During that year I think that I
got into a rut in terms of hitting,"
Apollon said. "I was kind of frustrated with my play, and I kind of
beat my self down."
"This season there is a more confident and relaxed feeling among
the players, and that has rubbed off
on everybody and really has helped

my play."
Apollon began her softball career back at the age of six. After
playing baseball in junior high because the school offered no .softball
team, Apollon played softball and
ice hockey for Lawrenceville (NJ)
High School. Her high school softball team played in three state championship games and won the title
duringApollon'sjunior year. While
looking for colleges, Apollon was
more interested in playing hockey
than softball, and this desire influenced her decision to attend Colby.
However, Apollon's hockey career

was cut short when she tore ligaments in her hand following her
freshman year sliding into a base.
After five years at Colby and
only five games left to play, Apollon
nears the end of her softball career.
"I definitely loved being involved with the program since my
freshman year,"said Apollon. "This
year was a big step up. Seeing the
differences between this season and
my freshman season, seeing the
changes in records, in the players'
attitudes, and the teams that we
could play with, has been the thing
that I have enjoyed most."Q

Plus , 2 Year Free-Ride Toyot a Auto Care 1
Available to all College Students!
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If you 're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-t reme fun,you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care r which includes 24 hour Roadside Assis tance ,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.2

But don 't wait...this limited offer ends Sept ember 30, 1996!
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1996 NESCA C Baseball
Standin gs
School
Amherst *
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Williams
Tufts
Bates
Trinity
Colby
Hamilton
Middlebury

1996 NESCAC Women's
Lacrosse Standin gs
Record
11-0
11-1
10-1
8-2
8-3
8-4 ,
6-4
8-6
3-4
4-6
3-6

finishes season at 11-4

Record
26-5
25-9
, 15-10
15-12
11-11
7-9
5-9
7-20
2-13

School
Williams
Tufts
Hamilton
Amherst
Colb y
Bowdoin
Trinity
Wesleyan
Bates

Record
17-8
16-10
14-10
12-9
15-12
9-8
14-13>
10-12
9-15
7-15

School
Williams
Conn. College
Middlebury
Colby
Amherst
Tufts
Trinity '
Hamilton
Bates
Bowdoin
Wesleyan

1996 NESCAC Softball
Stand ings

1996 Brine NJE. Division
III Men's Lacrosse Poll
School
1. Middlebury
2. Williams
3. Springfield
4. Conn, College
4. Trinity •
6. Bowdoin
7. Amherst
8. Colby
9. Wesleyan
10. Bates
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THE ANNUAL COLBY SPRING POTTERY CLUB
SALE WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAY, MAY 9TH,
FROM 9:00 - 4:00, IN THE STUDENT CENTER

~

Echofihp hoto

, On April 27th / tlie women's tennis team dosed ^uUheirs eason
with two matches at-Welleslely College versus Williams College
and thehostteam ,respectively. Currentl y ranked 19th in thenatton
;{ in Division lit, Colby's year-long pursuit o£ an NpAA tournament ,
bid, which required them to be ranked among the fop 14 teams jr f
the nation ,came to an end as the Mules dropped a 9-0decision to the
Ephman , Williams came out of the gates explosively, shutting
i Colby down as the Mules were unable to win a single set However ,
Colby was able to bounce back later in the day as they took a 6-3
decision from Wellesley, bring ing their overall record for the 199596 season to an impressive 11-4.Q
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COME WORK IN THE BUSINESS
DEPARTMENT OF THE ECHO AND
MAKESOMEBIGBUCKSNEXTYEAR
We are still looking for motivated
students to fill the following positions:

•Advertisin g Mana ger
•Ad Designers and
Account Reps
• Subscri ptions Mana ger

Call Dave or Alison at the Echo (x3349) for more deta ils or to apply.
Do it now and get read y to rake in the dough next year.
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Disspeilin g the image of an
active student body
BY BOB ELLINGER
Asst. Sports Editor

I heard an amazing statistic the
other week: over one-third of the
Colby student body participates in a
varsity sport.
Besides this high percentageof
athletes, there is an ever greater percentage of the student body that
regularly goes to the gym to lift
weights, ride a stationary bike, or do
some other physicalactivity.
This imageisthe familiar imageof
Colby. It is shown in
publications put out by
the college, it is advertised in college ratings
books,and itiscirculated
readily around the college campus. This image
is that the Colby student
body is incredibly physically fit.
But while this image
doininates, there exists in the background another Colby, of which I am
a part. It is the invisible Colby where
students eat Bostoniansregularly, sit
around a lot, and rarely do any physical activity. Over the long winter, this
lifestyle causes extra pounds and
slowly takesawayone'sphysicalability and agility. This is the life of the
Other Colby.
Over the long winter, my body
went through this metamorphosis,
and I didn't fully realize the extent of
the change until last weekend when
warrnweatherinvadedcentralMaine.
Finishing my work early,I spent
the major portion of Sunday afternoon on Frat Row throwing around a
football. When the football became a
little monotonous and my arm became stiff from pain, a friend and I
decided to change pace a little a play
some tennis. On a court away from
other players, my friend and I were
free to whack around the tennis ball,
not worried when our ball sailed off
the fence or into the adjacent courts.
Our groove was interrupted when
two real players took the court next to
ours.Poundingtheball backand forth,
these two athletes grunted rhythmically after each swing. The intensity
and precisionof their gameovershadowed the laid-back hacking of ours,
and I soon found myself paying more
attention to their game than my own
Fortunately,their arrival spelled
the end of our "tennis" for the day.
Leaving the tennis match allowed me

topartkipatein a activityplayedmore
at my speed. A group of my friends,
many of who,like me, are member of
the Other Colby,decided to organize
a little slow pitch softball game.
As we walk down to the softball
field,I looked around to seethe shape
of our group. Attire ranged from flipflops to high top sneakers, from jeans
to mesh shorts, from sunglasses to
knee-braces. Some people had no
gloves, while others were using the
sameold glovefrom their little league
days.
The group split into
fives for a game, and we
lef t tihe half of the field
uncovered as foul territory.After notplaying on
a diamond for a fewyears,
I was quick to realize that
slowpitchsoftballwasthe
way to go make out~ofshape bumsstill look like
absolute stars on the field.
Stepping into thebatter'sbox was
a considerably less daunting task
than stepping into the box in regular
baseball. With the grapefruit-likeball
fluttering high in the air, the swing
consists of a virtual crow-hop and a
loud grunt as the batter puts his entire force into the swing.Fortunately
for us, the extra weight that accumulated over the winter was an extra
benefit to our softball skills. Armed
with the extra girth, the ten of us
pounded a dozen homers over the
outfield fence. Okay, it may not exactly take a Babe Ruthian shot to hit
it over the softball fence; but, for a
bunch of hackers like us> it was a
great sight watchingour hitsfl y over
thefence. The fielding,however,was
a little questionable at time. But most
of the problems and errors were due,
however,to thishurricane-likewind
and blinding sun that kept getting in
the way.
After playing a few innings, we
decided to end the day 's exercise. In
typical Other Colby style, we decided that it was time to eat. I had
worked up such an appetite from
the day's activity that I had a double
dosage of Swiss Steak and mashed
potatoes from the Bob's dining hall.
It was a wonderful end to such a
strenuous day.
As a laid down to sleep that night,
my bod y hurting from head to toe, I
thought to myself: I am the reason
that the College has a wellness
requirement .?
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Echo photo by David MacLeay
As she is tackled f r o m behind , Deirdre Brochu '97passes to Becca Durham '97 in the
Mules' 10-5 win over Bates on Saturday.
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* Leather-bound passport folders
• High-quality currency converters

0r see your Study Abroad
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Mules finish eighth in tight competition at NESCACs
Top Colby f inishers to compete at New England Championshi p s this weekend
BY JOEL GROSSBARD

this weekend.
Staff Writer
Don Saucier '96 won the high
hurdles with a time of 15.66. This
The Colby men s track and field qualified him for the New England
team traveled to Amherst last week- Championsips aswellas the Division
end to compete in the NESCAC I New England Championships,
[Championships. Atfirst glance,their whichwillbeheldthefollowingweekend at Williams.
eighth-place fin' ish might seem a
Brad Smith
'96 placed secdisappointing
We had a number of ond in the javone, but considelin,with a throw
eringthe fact that
outstanding
of 181 feet five
the Mules came
performances during inches, qualifywithin a mere 5.5
the weekend.
ing him for New
points of finishEnglandsaswell.
ing fourth,it was
-Head Coac h Jim
Other qualifia very successful
Wescott
ers included Pat
weekend.
Overall ,
Fournier'98,who
Colby finished
J.ULU31 1CVJ. UlUU ill
eighth out of 11 teams with a total the 5000 meter run finishing in 15:13.
score of 55.5 points.
Conrad Saam '96 tied for third
"The team really performed place in the pole vault and placed
well,"said Head CoachJimWestcott. fourth in the long jump, airing out a
"We might have wanted to place distance of 20 feet 11and three-quarhigher than eighth place,but we had ters inches. Saam also finished fifth
a number of outstanding perfor- in the 100meter sprint with a time of
mances during the weekend. I was 11.21. Saam will compete in the devery pleased with everyone'seffort. " cathlon and the pole vault at New
Someof the highJights came from Englands.
a number of individuals, many who
Sam Harris '98 also qualified for
qualified for the Division III New the New Englands in the 5000 meter
England Championships at Williams run ashe finished sixth with a time of
i - * 'm m . m t - i l m
- f ~ ^L*-.*¦<•«
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Echo photo by Jennifer Atwood

I t s a bird, i t s a p lane-Tony Callander
C
99 comp etes in the long jump
15:21. Dave Palmieri '97 finished 200 meter sprint witha timeof 23.72.
"The jumpers,throwers and runfourth in the high hurdles with a His trial timeof 2320may qualify him ners are all coming together as the
time of 16.28 and placed fifth in the for New Englands. Matt O'Connell seasonrunsdown,"said Wescott."We
intermediate hurdles. Palmieri will '96 will also compete at New are excited and really looking forracein both events at New Englands. Englands, joining Saam in the ward to New Englands in the latter
Chris Bunge '99 came in eighth in the decathalon.
part of the week/'Q

Women's track proves fit at NESCAC Championship s
BY BEN LESTER

weeks.

Contributing Writer

"Laurie's time was outstanding,"said Head Coach Deb Aitken.
The women s track team ended "She has improved with every
their season's league competition meet. This beats her previous best
on a hi gh note last weekend at the by over a minute."
' Self-imp rovement seemed to be
NESCAC Champipnships fit
Amherst College. Battling injuries the recurring theme throughout
and bad weather, the Mules cap- the weekend as several other
tured fifth place overall, as they Mules recorded personal bests.
were squeezed out of fourth by Yawa Duse-Anthony '97 stole third
Amherst in the day's final event . p lace in the shot-put as the sixth
Colby's point-total of 80 more than
doubled that of Bates, whose 39
point output earned the Bobcats
eighth p lace. Williams was the
Fifth place was a
overall winner with 190 points,
realistic goal that we
wile Bowdoin finished second in
set and acheive d.
the eleven-team field with 103
points.
-Cind y Pomerleau '97
On an individual level, the
Mules were paced by experience
and youth as co-captain Cind y
Pomerleau '97 and Laurie Roberts
'99 qualified for the New England seed with a throw of 35 feet four
Division III Championshi ps nex t and a quarter inches. Rachel Ehlers
week at Colby. Pomerleau won '96 finished an impressive third in
the shot-put with a throw of 40 the 100 meter sprint with a time of
feet half an inch and the long jump 12.89 seconds. Ehlers also finished
with a leap of 17 feet one and a half fourth in the 200 meter sprint with
inches. Both marks were outdoor a timeof 26.79 seconds. Teammate
personal bests for Pomerleau, who Shannon Baker '98 finished third
also tied for sixth p lace in the high in the 200 meter sprint with a time
jump with teammate and fellow of 26.77. Desp ite unfavorable wind
co-captain Carrie Califano '96 at conditions, both Ehlers and Baker
f o u r f eet 10 inches .
recorded personal bests.
Kara Patterson '97 finished fi fth
Roberts' time of 19:46 in the
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood 5000 meter run also earned her a in the 3000 meter run in 10:30,
F arrel l Burns *98 runs the 5000m during a meet earlier this
berth in the ECAC Champ ionships making her comeback from a caseason at Colby.
to be held at Middlebury in two reer threatening hip injury all the
l****-****-"- -"---***---"-!-*--^-------*--**-^
^

more impressive.
"Kara started running again on
March 30th after spending two
years recovering, so for her to come
this far is tremendous," said
Aitken. "She has come down every meet since then and dropped
nine seconds this weekend."
From an overall perspective,
Pomerleau and Aitken were
p leased with the Mules' showing.
"We came into the weekend
hop ing to finish between fourth
and seventh overall ," said
Pomerleau. "We barel y missed
fourth, but fifth p lace was a realistic goal that we set and
achieved."
"It was a great weekend for
the sprinters ," said Aitken.
"When you factor in the way the
wind was blowing, earning so
many personal bests was a terrific achievement. By noon that
wind was reall y blowing. It certainl y slowed our times signifi cantl y."
This Saturday, the Mules will
hos t the New England Division
III Championshi ps beginning at
10:00 AM. According to Aitken ,
Spring field College; Williams ,
Brandeis and Bowdoin should be
among the top finishers.
"Those teams have been strong
all year,"said Aitken. "Those who
are running for us are competing
extremely well. If everyone stays
health y we can finish as hi gh as
ninth or tenth. "?
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Bats come to life in baseball's
22-1 rout of Daniel Webster
BY LUCAS PENNEY
Staff Writer

Echo photo by Jenn ifer Atwood

J.J. Eklund '97

Eklund, tied for second on women's lacrosse team in scoring,
netted four goals last Thursday as the Mules (8-2) trounced Plymouth
State College, 17-4. The four scores marked the fourth consecutive
game in which Eklund netted at least a hat trick. Last Saturday,
Eklund scored twice against Elms College as the Mules rolled to a 202 win. For the season, the junior from Denver, CO has notched a total
of 22 goals and seven assists for a total of 29 points.'

Cindy Kelley '96

Kelley, tied for second in scoring on the women's lacrosse team,
netted an amazing six goals in Colby 's 17-4 pounding of Plymouth
State College. The senior from Bullhead City, AZ followed up the
performance with a fourrgotlishowing in the Mules' 20-2 trouncing
of Elms College. For the season, Kelley has scored 22 goals and
dished out seven^asslsis for a total of 29 points in 10 games.

Matt Williams '99

The,freshman attackman continwed.tobe impressive during his

rookie season on the men's lacrosse team, scoring two goals while
dishing out five assists as Colhy shellacked Koger Williams, 14-3,
last Wednesday in Rhode Island. Williams is currently the team
scoring leader for the Mules (7-5) with a total 0f 43 points.

Greg Domareki ^99 5 ^

The starting first baseman for the baseball team) Domareki had
the Mules'
four hits in five'at bats including a tow.ering home rwn 'in Maine
last
13-10 loss\td;natibhally^^^
is
on
the
team
third
Dpmareki
in
Wednesday. In his rookie season^
batting at a .329 clip.
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Entering last week with a record
of 9-10,the Colby baseball team was
still in the hunt for a ECAC
postseason playoff bid. However,
being matched up last Wednesday
against the University of Southern
Maine, the top team in New England, and Bowdoin on Friday,
brought a cloud over the Mules'
bri ght expectations for the
postseason.
Versus USM, the Mules found
themselves down almost immediately as they came to bat in the bottom of the first trailing 2-0. After
giving up four home runs to the
Huskies, Colby was behind 12-3 in
the middle innings and trying to
find a w ay to climb out of the hole in
which they put themselves. The answer was simple:play some defense
and start hitting the ball like they
know how to.
Late in the fourth inning Colby
went to senior relieverJason Kidwell
in an attempt to stop some of the
Echo p hoto by J ill Huntsbergef t
bleeding. Kidwell went four and
f
1
two-thirds innings while shutting Greg Domareki 99 slaps the tag on a Bowdoin runner.
down the Huskies, allowing only run homer by JoeMeehan. After suf- leading ERA to 2.35.Dave Mattataf
two earned runs. Helping to spark fering from a bout with the stomach '99,Kris Keelty '99 and Nate BradleJ
the Mules offensivel y were first flu the night before, a weakened '99 combined to pitch four innings ol
baseman Greg Domareki '99 (4-5, DiBello handed theball over to Galen shutout relief as they finished off the1
with a homerun), co-captain and Carr '97in the third.Carr pitched the Eagles in an impressive fashion. \
left fielder Pat McBride '97 (2-5), rest of the way, going six and oneOffensivel y,theMuleswerespec-l
second baseman Mike Choate '97 (2 third innings and not allowing an tacular as they started the gamewith]
RBI's) and shortstop E.J. Anderson earned run while striking out seven, a seven-run first inning, highlighted]
'97, whose three-run double in the keeping the Mules in the game. How- by center fielder Todd McGovern'a
ninth closed out Colby 's valiant ever, Colby could only muster two '97 three-run double. Glenn Forgei
comeback ^tternpt as, the 7fytuJ,es , runs on eight hits -.overall. In the , '97? rnakinghis firstcollegiate start a
came up on-the short end of a l3-10 * eighth inning Colbty^had a.chance to .thircl base,went,4--5 with four 'RBI's
tie whenChoate led of f with a double, Backup center fielder Yuma Morit*
score.
but
Bowdoin reliever Andy Kenney '99 had a two-run double in th<
"We played well against the top
team in New England," said Head induced three straight ground balls, Mules'seven-run sixth inning whik
Coach Tom Dexter. "Had we not ending the Mules' bid for a second backup catcher Jon Hiltz '99 contrib
putourselvesin that early hole who consecutive CBB championship.
uted three hits and three RBI's as th(
"We had the pitching we were Mules pounded out 24 hits, a seasor
knows what might have happened.
But we did prove to ourselves that looking for but we just couldn't get high.
the clutch hits that we heeded," said
we can play with anyone."
On Tuesday, Colby 's game verj
On Friday, Colby was paired co-captain Jesse Wilcox '96.
sus Bates was rained out and rel
On Sunday, the Mules traveled scheduled for May 7. Tomorrow tha
against NESCAC rival Bowdoin in
a game that would decide the CBB to Nashua, NH for a game against Mules will travel to the University ol
championship . In another close Daniel Webster College. Colby was Maine at Farmington for a double
game, Colby couldn 't find the hits finall y able to awaken their offense header. On Saturday, Colby wil
they needed as they dropped the as they steamrolled the Eagles, 22-1 travel to Boston to face UMass-Bos
game and the CBB Championship in their best offensive exhibition this ton in another twin bill. According t<
year.
to Bowdoin, 4-2.
Dexter the Mules are looking to emui
Brian DiBello '99started the game
Senior pitcher J.C. Panio won his late their performance against Daniel
on the mound for the Mules and fourth strai ght game as he pitched Webster as they attempt to finish tha
allowed three earned runs over two five innings while giving up only season with a winning record for thl
and two-thirds innings on a three- one earned run, lowering his team- first time in ten yearsO
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Tales from the links
BY GALEN CARR

play golf, and the fact that he had
just broken a rental club sent him
over the edge. With a prehistoric
grunt, he took the useless tool and
flung itinto the pond. I could barely
contain the burst of laughter that
was burning at my insides. However, I kept my mouth shut the rest
of the way. Well, we played until
we were out of golf balls, which
was midway through the next hole.
We had no choice but to call it a
day. We returned to the clubhouse
and nonchalantly mixed bur bags
with all the other sets of rental clubs
so noone would notice that a seven
iron had mysteriously disappeared.
Then we got out of there faster than
you. can say "outlaws." My grandparents picked us up shortly thereafter and we were home free .
About two years later, my game
not having improved much, my
budd y Brian and I decided to give
it a whirl on a rather high-class
course in northern Vermont. Both a
year from getting our driver's licenses and obsessed with anything
that had a steering wheel, Brian
and I agreed that it was absolutely
necessary that we get a cart. Who
wants to walk for 18 holes when
you're 15years old? Nobody. Well,
a short time after we convinced the
pro shop attendants that we were
actually old enough to drive and
that we didn't have our licenses
because we had forgotten them at
home, we were on our way down
the first fairwa'y ih'a classy electric
two-seat EZ-GO, with all the options, including a dual cup holder.
All the insurance forms had been
filled out without a problem. Everything was set. Life was good.
So, after spending more time
doing donuts in the dirt next to the
tee-boxes than chipping and putting, we finally came down the
home stretch as we began the 18th
hole. This time we had enough balls
to finish the round. Peering down
the hill from the tee box,we couldn't
have been happier. What a beautiful golf hole. Not only was the fairway freshly wet from the sprinklers, but it was nothing but hills
and valleys, an extensive par five
that offered only the most intriguing terrain on which to drive—the
golf cart. After quickly teeing off ,
not really caring where our balls
went, we hopped in the cart and
began the adventurous drive towards the green. I was behind the
wheel and couldn't have been hap-

Sports Editor

As spring finally appears to be
here, I find it appropriate to kick
off the golf season in high fashion:
with two vivid memories of my
time spent on the links as a young
duffer. Unfortunately, not one of
them is of me playing up to par.
Hey, it's the idea that counts.
Somewhere around the tender age of 13,1was on vacation at
my grandparent's house in northern Florida with my good friend
Gabe. One day we decided to go
out for a round and give it a whirl
on the local course, which was
fortunately public. I use the term
"fortunately," because the last
thing we looked like were kids
who knew how to play golf ,
decked out in our running sneakers, t-shirts and all. Not really
knowing the difference between
a birdie and a pitching wedge, a
more selective club would have
turned us away about as fast as
you can say "triple bogey,"which
was about the best either of us
scored on a single hole that day.
Anyway, as the day wore on and
the number of balls lost reached
astronomical heights,the frustration began to mount. I don't know
why we were even frustrated in
the first place, because we really
didn't know what we were doing. Golf isjust one of those games
that frustrates you no matter how
bad you are.
Well, Gabe's next tee shot
landed him strategically under a
huge pine tree that sat precariously next to a small pond. The
ball sat on a blanket of p ine
needles while a branch about the
size of a large telephone pole
loomed dangerously overhead.
To be able to play the ball, Gabe
was going to have to keep his
swing low. Amazingly,he did so.
Not so amazingly however, was
the fact that he hit the ball into the
pond. In a rush of anger,he tossed
his rental seven-iron into the air.
"Thwaap!" The club hit the
branch above and fell softly to the
ground. There it sat, the shaft bent
at a 45 degree angle,the club hopelessly broken as a result of Gabe's
display of amateur wrath. I
laughed. I should have kept my
mouth shut. The combination of
my amusement, Gabe's anger,his
complete and utter inability to

NOTWEAHNGA
SAFETYBtUCANCOST
YOUANARHIAIES.

p ier. What an adventure! We
cruised across the fairway,swerving and skidding, riding on the
edge of control as if the 18th fairway was the last lap of the British
Grand Prix.
Then things got real interesting. We came to the top of a very
big hill.After stopping and checking out the slope's degree, we
attempted to figure out where it
would be best to make our descent. The steepest part was the
unanimous choice, of course.
Looking much like two cowboys
atop a bucking bronc, we tore
down the hill, crashing over
bumps as I held the petal to the
floor. Then for some reason I decided to make things interesting
and slammed on the brakes. Immediately, our cart skidded 180
degrees and we found ourselves
traveling at top speed—backwards. Suddenly, the cart hit a
ditch, or a very large divot, and
sprang up onto its left two wheels
while continuing its descent
down the hill. I wrenched the
steering wheel to the left , but it
was no use. The cart flipped up
on its side and Brian and I went
sprawling across the fairway.
Fortunately enough however,we
were a t the bottom of a deep gully
in the fairway and out of view of
other golfers who might decide
to report us to the police. After
gathering bur senses, we picked
up the cart and p laced it upright,
but we were still a little shaken.
Brian and I looked at each other
in that expression that means
you're basically just glad to be
alive. After deciding that we had
just about had enough,webagged
the rest of the hole and headed
back toward the clubhouse. Miraculously, the cart functioned
perfectly, as if it was made to take
such a beating. We returned the
vehicle to its parking space and
got out of there faster than you
could say "speeding ticket." I
think we were just afraid that
someone had seen us, but we
made it home without a problem.
So, if you consider yourself a
golfer, I hope for your sake that
your most potent memories of the
game actually have something to
do with playing golf. However, it
just goes to show that you don't
have to be a pro to be able to enjoy
your time on the links. Golf season is here. It's time to have fun.Q
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Echophoto by J enniferAtwood

Defenseman Jason Cuenca '99 carries the ball up field
earlier this season during the Tufts game.

Colby men s

lacrosse on brink

of postseason play
BY JON OLINTO
Staff Writer

After their lengthy homestand, the Colby men 's lacrosse
team departed from Mayflower
Hill last week to face a pair of
tough opponents. Despite being
on the road, the Mules posted their
finest performances all season as
they rolled to two impressive victories. The Mules could not have
picked a better time to catch fire
as the prospect of a post-season
birth remains within reach.
On Tuesday, Colby jou rneyed
to Rhode Island to hand Roger
Williams a 14-3 pounding. Emerging from the bus, the Mules
opened a bit sluggishly. However,
after a tight first quarter, Colby's
powerfu l offensive attack took
over. In the second and third quarter the Mules combined for eight
goals as numerous players contributed in the scoring spree. The
win improved the Mules' record
to 6-5 for the season.
Leading the Mules offense
was Justin Gadbois '98 who
torched the Roger Williams defense with five goals and an assist. Meanwhile, Matt Williams
'99 continued his brilliant rookie
season with two goals and five
assists in Tuesday's game. Williams stellar offensive performance against Roger Williams
p laced him atop Colby's scoring
leaders with 43 points. Additionall y, the victory marked breakout performances for both freshman And y Wnek and face-off specialist Ben Johnston '98. Wnek and
Johnston each netted their fi rst
goals of season. In the mid-field ,
Clay Houchin '98 has continued
his strong late season play and
has blossomed into a key contribu-

tor to the team. On the defensive
side, the Mules' starting line was
boosted when co-captain Brett
Nardini '96 returned to action after being sidelined with an injury.
With Nardini as the anchor, Dave
McGill '99 and Nick Maumanee
'98 assisted toshut down the Roger
Williams attack. Also, a pair of
freshman, Jay Cuenca and Brad
Selig, emerged to be important defensive presences in the Mule
romp. In the crease Brian Frank
'98 p layed another solid game with
17 saves.
"It was a great win because we
were coming off a tough loss to
Connecticut College and we
needed to return back above the
.500 mark," said Assistant Coach
Christian Johns.
Extending its excellent play
from the Roger Williams contest,
Colby dominated its battle with
Babson College on Saturday. In this
game, the Mules appeared to be in
for a duel as the Beavers stayed
close in the first half. Colby held a
slim 5-4 edge at intermission. But
the potent Mule offense would not
be denied in the second frame as it
unloaded a tremendous assault in
scoring five unanswered thirdquarter goals. Cruising to victory,
the squad added four more scores
in the fourth to secure an impressive 14-6 win.
According to Coach Johns, the
turning point in the contest came
mid-way through the third period when co-captain Brian Emme
'96 scored a dazzling behind-theback goal to give Colby an important emotional boost.
Houchin again provided another outstanding performance
with four goals. Attack men Williams and Matt Hurlburt '96 each
see MEN'S LAX on page 14
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Men's t ennis forced
t o defaul t t wo
matches at NESCACs

Mules f inish tied f or tenth

event was only the start of the
Mules' bad luck. Colby captain and number two seed ,
The trademark of the Colby Dave Tedeschi '96 suffered a
men's tennis team this season twisted knee while leading in
has been their resilient play in the second set of his firstthe tough going. However, in round singles match. Tedeschi
the NESCAC tournament last was forced to default his
weekend at Williamstown, match, and he was taken to the
Massachusetts, the Mules were hospital for x-fays.Test results
confirmed that
unable to show
he will be untheir true colable to play for
ors and bowed
A black cat must the remainder
out after two of
their top seeds
have crossed our of the season
due to the inwere forced to
path
on
the
way
to
jury.
default their
Williams.
< "A black
matches.
Boasting an
-Coach John Illig* cat must have
crossed our
impressive 8-2
path on the
record going
~ ¦•^ way to Willrice tourney,
into: the conference
Colby seemed bound for a iams','7 said Head Coach John
strong showing at Williams. Illig, whose club was forced to
Unfortunately, the luck was not fight an uphill battle for the
in favor of the men in blue this duration of the meet.
particular time.
With the Mules in desperate
As early as the ride south, need of a victory to get back
there appeared to be an omen into competition, the usually
cast upon the squad. Number potent tandem of Gerry Perez
three player Darrin Ylisto '97 '96 and Staunton Bowen '97
came down with the flu was took the floor in doubles play.
sick th roug hout the entire trip After capturing the first of their
down to the tournament."Ylisto matches,the Mules'top duo lost
spent all Friday in the hotel in the second round, dropping
room and was too sick to com- a close one to top-seeded
pete in both his singles and Amherst 7-5, 6-3.
doubles matches.
"I thought Gerry and I
Ylisto 's sickness caused the p layed very well in the first
Mules to default both of his round match on Friday, but it
matches and put the squad in just didn't carry over on Saturan earl y hole. However, this ate MWS T#W/Sow^
BY KEVIN THURSTON
Staff Writer

Echo photo by Jennifer Atwood
Allison Birdsong '99 scoops the ball , leaving a Connecticut player in the lurch.

Women's lacrosse on an
offensive rampage
M
i
BY TONY PASQUAR1ELLO
Staff Writer

Coming off a 22-1trouncing of
Endicott College, the Colb y
Women's Lacrosse team continued to destroy their opponents.
Last Thursday, the Mules embarrassed Plymouth Sta te College 174, and on Saturday trounced Elms
College 20-2 to raise their season
record to 8-2.
By half-time of Thursday 's
contest with Plymouth State, the
Colby offense again had proved
that they were indeed an awesome force with whom to be reckoned. Beginning the second half
with a 10-2 lead, Coach Heidi
Godomsky was able to rest her

We sunk to
[Plymouth State's]
level of play and
committed too many
unnecessary fouls.
-Heidi Godomsky
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starters and allow substitutes to
finish the game's remaining thirty
minutes.
Amazing in itself was that the
All-NESCAC caliber play of sniper
JJ. Eklund '97 and Cindy Kelley
'96 was not affected by their lim-

Back for more

ited playing time—Kelley finished with six goals and one assist; Eklund had her fourth consecutive hat trick on four goals.
Christy Browning '99 also continued to dominate, scoring her
first hat trick of the season. Jen
Pope '96 was tremendous as usual,
stopping 15 Plymouth shots.
"They were not very skilled,
but they did have some athletic
p layers who were able to take
shots on fast breaks ," said
Godomsk y. "Defensivel y, we
didn 't play that well. We sunk to
their level of play and committed
too many unnecessary fouls."
Besides Colby 's offensive onslaught, another highlight of the
see WOMEN'S LAX on page 13
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Softball' s Rebecca Apollon returns to have an all-star season
BY BOB ELLINGER

a psychology major, she decided during her junior year that
she wanted to go to medical school; and she had to complete
Asst. Sports Editor
another year of pre-med training to complete her requireLast May, after four year's of faithful service to the softball ments.
"I wasn 't expecting to play when I came back to Colby,"
team, Rebecca Apollon technically graduated from Colby
said Apollon. "I was expecting to maybe
psychology.
with a degree in
help out again,but things worked out and
In her first three years at Colby, Apollon
the NCAA allowed me to play another
was one of the most dominant and consisyear."
tent hitters for the Mules. However, durName*
Rebecca
Apollon
I
So in her fifth year on campus, Apollon
ing her senior year, Apollon decided to
Year: '95
1has made a successful transition from
concentrate on academics and extra-cur- ,
Major:Psychology,pre-med 9 coach back to player and is once again one
ricular activities. In doing so Apollon gave
of the most dominant hitters in the Colby
up her successful softball career in favor of
line-up.
a less time-consuming role as a student
As of May 1 an d through 22 gam es, Apollon, the teams
coach.
"Even though I wa s only coming down last year to help cat cher, leads the Mules with a .486 average, 31 RBI's, 35hits,
out the team, I was still close t o the players," Apollon said. "I and three home-runs.
"It was great to have a catcher with so much experience
was kind-of an assistant but I was still never fully separ ated
th is year," said Head Softball Coach Jen Holsten. "Becca is an
from the playing aspect of the game."
But af ter four years on Mayflower Hill , Apollon w asn't excellent player on both sid es of the f ield , and she really
quite through with her Colby career. Although Apollon was see APOLLON on page 14

Echofile p holi
Becca Apdllon '96 practices in the Fieldhouse.
I

